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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Purpose of an Initial Study
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) was enacted in 1970 for the purpose
of providing decision-makers and the public with information regarding environmental
effects of proposed projects; identifying means of avoiding environmental damage; and
disclosing to the public the reasons behind a project’s approval, even if it leads to
environmental damage. The City of Los Angeles (City) Bureau of Engineering
Environmental Management Group (EMG) has determined that the proposed project is
subject to CEQA and no exemptions apply. Therefore, preparation of an initial study (IS)
is required.
An initial study is a preliminary analysis conducted by the lead agency, in consultation
with other agencies (responsible or trustee agencies, as applicable), to determine
whether there is substantial evidence that a project may have a significant effect on the
environment. If the initial study concludes that the project, with mitigation, may have a
significant effect on the environment, an environmental impact report should be
prepared; otherwise the lead agency may adopt a negative declaration or mitigated
negative declaration.
This initial study has been prepared in accordance with CEQA (Public Resources Code
Section, 21000 et seq.), the State CEQA Guidelines (Title 14, California Code of
Regulations, Section 15000 et seq.), and the L.A. CEQA Guidelines (1981, amended
July 31, 2002).
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B. Document Format
This initial study is organized into seven sections, as follows:
Section I, Introduction: provides an overview of the project and the CEQA environmental
documentation process.
Section II, Project Description: provides a description of the project location, project
background, and project components.
Section III, Existing Environment: provides a description of the existing environmental
setting with focus on features of the environment that could potentially affect the
proposed project or be affected by the proposed project.
Section IV, Potential Environmental Effects: provides a detailed discussion of the
environmental factors that would be potentially affected by this project as indicated by
the screening checklist in Appendix A.
Section V, Mitigation Measures: provides the mitigation measures that would be
implemented to ensure that potential adverse impacts of the proposed project would be
reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Section VI, Name of Preparer: provides a list of key personnel involved in the
preparation of this report and key personnel consulted.
Section VII, Determination – Recommended Environmental Documentation: provides
the recommended environmental documentation for the proposed project; and,
Section VIII, References: provides a list of reference materials used during the
preparation of this report.
C. CEQA Process
The proposal to adopt a negative declaration (or mitigated negative declaration) initiates
a twenty-day public comment period, thirty-days if a State Agency is involved. The
purpose of this comment period is to provide public agencies and the general public an
opportunity to review the initial study and comment on the adequacy of the analysis and
the findings of the lead agency regarding potential environmental impacts of the
proposed project. If a reviewer believes there is substantial evidence that the project
may have a significant effect on the environment, the reviewer should (1) identify the
specific effect, (2) explain why it is believed the effect would occur, and (3) explain why
it is believed the effect would be significant. Facts or expert opinion supported by facts
should be provided as the basis of such comments.
Prior to making a determination, the decision-making body (for this proposed project, it
is the Board of Commissioners of the Department of Recreation and Parks) must
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consider the initial study together with any comments received during the public
comment review process. The decision-making body would adopt the initial study only if
it finds, on the basis of the whole record before it, that there is no substantial evidence
that the project would have a significant effect on the environment and that the study
reflects the lead agency’s independent judgment and analysis.
Public notification of agenda items for the Board of Recreation and Parks is posted 72
hours prior to the public meeting. The agenda for Board of Recreation and Parks can be
obtained
via
the
internet
at:
http://www.laparks.org/commissionerhtm/2014/14agenda.htm.
However, the official
electronic website posting location for the agendas for the meetings of the Department
of Recreation and Park Board of Commissioners and its Task Forces is at
WWW.LACITY.ORG.
If the project is approved, the City would file a Notice of Determination with the County
Clerk within 5 days. The notice of determination would be posted by the County Clerk
within 24 hours of receipt. This begins a 30-day statute of limitations on legal challenges
to the approval under CEQA. The ability to challenge the approval in court may be
limited to those persons who objected to the approval of the project, and to issues which
were presented to the lead agency either orally or in writing, during the public comment
period.
As a covered entity under Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), the City
of Los Angeles does not discriminate on the basis of disability and, upon request, would
provide reasonable accommodation to ensure equal access to its programs, services,
and activities.
II. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
A. Location
The proposed project is located in Angels Gate Park (3601 Gaffey Street) within the
San Pedro Community of the City of Los Angeles. The pool is located on a hill above
the intersection of 33rd Street and Gaffey Street. The project site can be found on Page
854, Grid B1 of the Thomas Brothers Maps. Figure 1 shows the regional location of the
proposed project. Figure 2 shows the general location of the proposed project. Figure 3
shows the four primary areas in which work would be accomplished. Figure 4 shows the
conceptual/preliminary site plan layout (as of 1-24-14). Figure 5 shows a
conceptual/preliminary aerial view of project site (as of 1-24-14).
B. Purpose
The proposed project includes a complete restoration of the Gaffey Street Pool, to meet
current health, safety, and building codes, while retaining historical context as to its
1940's original design and to provide swimming activities for adjacent residents.
Associated with this would be the: reconditioning of the pool mechanical equipment
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area; addition of exhibit panels and a historic plaque to provide patrons the story of the
pool's historical significance; upgrading/installation of walkways, driveways, one (1) new
handicapped and six (6) regular parking spaces, seat walls, and landscaping and
irrigation systems throughout the project area; resurfacing of the access road that
serves the pool; a storm water filtration planter would be built to treat storm-water from
around the pool area; construction of a 4,471 square foot bathhouse; accessibility to the
pool area from Gaffey Street, through the construction of stairs and a handicapped
access ramp; and Building 825 would be decommissioned and mothballed. Building 825
is a single-story wood framed building, built in 1940 and historically was used as a mess
hall and a latrine among other uses.
Figure 1: Regional Map Showing Project Location
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Figure 2: Project Location
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C. Description
Project Background
On September 4, 1888 by Executive Order signed by President Grover Cleveland, the
“Old Government Reservation” next to San Pedro Bay became property of the U.S. War
Department. In 1897 and 1910 additional tracts of land were added to the reservation in
preparation for the construction of fortifications to guard the newly completed deep
water harbor facilities of the Port of Los Angeles. In 1914 the property was named Fort
MacArthur in honor of Lt. General Arthur MacArthur, Civil War Medal of Honor recipient
and father of General Douglas MacArthur. (The History of Fort MacArthur, Guardian of
Angels Gate)
In 1943, a group of soldiers stationed at Ft. MacArthur wrote and produced the “Hey
Rookie” stage show. Not only was the show a great success as a military morale
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booster, but the show also attracted some of the biggest names in Hollywood during its
nine month run. The production was a financial success and generated substantial
funds which were later used to construct the “Hey Rookie” (Gaffey Street) pool facility.
This newly constructed facility seated about 2,000, one of the biggest venues in San
Pedro and became home of the water based show, “Aquacades.” The “Aquacades”
featured synchronized swimming performances by the Southern California Aquabelles.
The “Hey Rookie” pool facility was also used to teach swimming and survival techniques
to soldiers preparing for overseas deployment. Following the war, the pool continued to
be an important recreational asset for both the military and the surrounding civilian
communities.
In 1977, the United States Army decided that Fort MacArthur no longer fit its needs and
declared it surplus property. The property was then transferred to the City of Los
Angeles, through the Secretary of the Department of the Interior. The City turned the
“Upper Reservation” into a park in 1982. The pool remained open until the early 1990s,
when it was eventually closed and drained. Today, the pool and its terraced concrete
spectator seating area are no longer in use and are in disrepair.
In 2003, the City of Los Angeles Board of Harbor Commissioners approved the creation
of a five (5) year Community Aesthetic Mitigation Program. This program mandates that
the funds of the program be used for improvements that reduce negative impacts
resulting from the Port of Los Angeles (Port) operations. Funding and program
requirements were established through the China Shipping Settlement Agreement,
which was approved in March 2003 and later amended in June 2004.
In December 2009, the Board of Harbor Commissioners approved and allocated China
Shipping Settlement Agreement funding (almost $7,000,000) for the complete
restoration of the Gaffey Street Pool, historically known as the “Hey Rookie” Pool
Restoration Project (Project). Funding for the Project was requested by the Fort
MacArthur Museum Association (FMMA) with the understanding that since the project is
located on Department of Recreation and Parks (RAP) property, RAP would be
responsible for ongoing maintenance, staffing and management of the pool once it is
restored. RAP also secured an additional $1,000,000 in Proposition K funds which
would be applied to other improvements, such as parking and changing facilities near
the pool area.
Project Description or Scope:
The City of Los Angeles is proposing a complete restoration of Gaffey Street Pool
(a.k.a. “Hey Rookie” Pool), construction of a new bathhouse, decommissioning and
mothballing of Building 825, upgrades to access ways and points, and installation of
landscaping, irrigation and utility systems within this area of Angels Gate Park.
The proposed project would restore and reopen the pool to public use as one of the
seasonal pools operated by the City’s Department of Recreation and Parks. It would be
used by all ages for activities such as lap swimming, water aerobics, aquatic lessons,
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recreation swimming, team practice and synchronized swimming performance. The
main parking area for the facility would be west of the existing pool. Vehicular traffic
would use Gaffey Street to reach Leavenworth Drive (near 36th Street), currently the
entrance to Angels Gate Park and Fort MacArthur Museum. The pool would also be
accessible from Osgood Farley Road (opposite 32nd Street). The pool would be open
from June to September. Approximate hours of operation would be from 11:00 AM to
6:00 PM on weekdays and noon to 6:00 PM on weekend days. Access from the lower
slope area on Gaffey Street near 33rd Street would include stair access and a
handicapped accessible ramp. Historically, a stairway connected the pool with the
neighborhood at the foot of the slope, and a crosswalk on Gaffey Street was present at
33rd Street to facilitate pedestrian crossings.
The proposed project would include:
1. A complete restoration of the Gaffey Street Pool, to meet current health, safety, and
building codes, while retaining historical context as to its 1940's original design. This
includes, but not limited to: maintain the existing concrete pool shell; replace the
pool interior tile with similar ceramic tile of a similar color; re-pipe the pool with an
entirely new piping system and all new pool circulation equipment to meet current
Health Code Standards; replace the pool deck and provide new pool deck drainage;
maintain the existing pool gutter system with new tile and new piping system; and
provide pool floor return inlets in the pool floor for enhanced circulation distribution of
clean pool water.
2. Remodel of the pool mechanical equipment areas are to include: circulation pump;
filters; chlorine storage tank (500-gallon, dual wall); muriatic acid storage tank (350gallon, dual wall); chlorine feed pump; acid feed pump; acid recovery tank; flow
sensors; chemical control monitors; and emergency eye showers. This area would
not be accessible to the general public.
3. Exhibit panels and a historic plaque would be added to provide patrons the story and
the historical significance of the pool and amphitheater.
4. Upgrading/installation of walkways, driveways, one (1) new handicapped and six (6)
new regular parking spaces, seat walls, and landscaping and irrigation systems
throughout the project area.
5. Resurfacing of the access road from the main parking area to the proposed
bathhouse.
6. A landscaped flow-through storm water treatment planter (900 square feet), to treat
storm-water, dry-flows, and surface runoff from the pool deck, bathhouse roof, and
other impervious areas around the pool, would be installed on the downslope side of
the pool.
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7. Construct a 4,471 square foot bathhouse in the upper level to include: Museum
Office (496 sq. ft.); Staff Area (446 sq. ft.); Entry Lobby (100 sq. ft.); Changing rooms
within the Men's (379 sq. ft.) and Women's (459 sq. ft.) Bathrooms ADA compliant;
Staff and Family Changing and Bathrooms (62 and 65 sq. ft.); Bag Check Rooms
(2x 94 sq. ft.); Utility/Storage (160 sq. ft.) with access to bathroom plumbing
infrastructure. The lower level to include: Electrical Room (100 sq. ft.);
Communication Room (93 sq. ft.); Storage (306 sq. ft.); Pool Pump Room (866 sq.
ft.); 2 Chemical Storage Rooms (60 and 66 sq. ft.); Additional Storage (545 sq. ft.);
and Restored Bath (80 sq. ft.). Actual square footage may vary and will be based on
the final design of the bathhouse.
8. Provide accessibility to the pool area from Gaffey Street. Gaffey Street, at its
intersection with 33rd Street, would be improved, including stair access, sidewalk,
street lights, new fencing along the base of the hill (fencing to be a combination of
Omega Fence, chain link fence, and tubular steel fence), and ADA compliant access
ramp.
9. Building 825 would be decommissioned and mothballed.
Figure 3: Location of Activities (Generalized)
Amphitheater
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Figure 4: Conceptual/Preliminary Site Plan (1-24-14)
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Figure 5: Conceptual Aerial View of Project Site (1-24-14)
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The analysis in this document assumes that, unless otherwise stated, the project would
be designed, constructed and operated following all applicable laws, regulations,
ordinances and formally adopted City standards including but not limited to:
Los Angeles Municipal Code (Reference 21)
Bureau of Engineering Standard Plans (Reference 28)
Standard Specifications for Public Works Construction (Reference 1)
Work Area Traffic Control Handbook (Reference 2)
Additions and Amendments to the Standard Specifications for Public Works
Construction (Reference 27).
United States Secretary of the Interior Standards for Historic Rehabilitation (36
Code of Federal Regulations, Part 68) (Reference 51).
III. EXISTING ENVIRONMENT
The proposed project site is located within Angels Gate Park. To the north are open
space uses. To the west and south are buildings that house a variety of recreational and
governmental uses, which include: Angels Gate Cultural Center, Belmont Shores Rail
Road Club, HI Railers Railroad Club, South Bay Youth Mentors, Marine Exchange of
Southern California, and Park Maintenance Offices and Yard. Further east, across
Gaffey Street, are single- and multi-family residential uses.
The project is located within City Council District 15 and Coastal San Pedro
Neighborhood Council District.
The project site is located in the southeastern portion of the Palos Verdes Peninsula.
Site topography consists of a broad gently sloping hill with flanking slopes that descend
northeast towards Gaffey Street on the east and toward Barlow Saxton Road to the
north, as shown on Figure 3. Several former military buildings are located along the hill
top. The ground surface between several of the buildings is paved; whereas outside the
paved areas, turf grass lawns are maintained. An access road extends from the hill top
to the existing swimming pool, located approximately mid-slope between the hill top and
Gaffey Street. The pool dimensions are 50 feet by 100 feet. The ground surface
adjacent to the pool is paved, and the pool is bordered by concrete retaining walls.
IV. POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
The environmental factors checked below would be potentially affected by this project,
involving at least one impact as indicated by the checklist in Appendix A. A detailed
discussion of the potential environmental effects follows.
Aesthetics

Agriculture and
Forestry Resources

Air Quality

Biological Resources

Cultural Resources

Geology/Soils
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Greenhouse Gas
Emissions

Hazards and
Hazardous Materials

Hydrology/Water
Quality

Land Use/Planning

Mineral Resources

Noise

Population/Housing

Public Services

Recreation

Transportation/Traffic

Utilities/Service
Systems

Mandatory Findings
of Significance

A. Aesthetics
Initial screening determined that the proposed project would cause less-than-significant
impacts with respect to aesthetics (Please refer to Appendix A).
The San Pedro Specific Plan identifies three (3) public view sites within or adjacent to
the Angels Gate Park: Lookout Point and its surrounding area; the Korean Bell
monument and its surrounding area; and the Osgood-Farley Battery site and its
surrounding area. The project site itself contains views of the Los Angeles Skyline, the
Los Angeles/Long Beach Harbor Complex, Santa Catalina Island, and the Pacific
Ocean. The proposed bathhouse has large windows incorporated into the north, east,
and south elevations and observation areas in the north and south sides of the building,
to permit views of these areas. Figure 6 shows these elevations.
The project would be compatible with the visual character of the area and would not
obscure scenic views or generate excessive ambient light and glare. Re-located and
new street lighting would be limited to the minimum levels necessary for safety. The
street light fixtures would be designed to prevent spill-over. There are no statedesignated scenic highways located within the vicinity of the project site
B. Agriculture and Forestry Resources
Initial screening determined that the proposed project would cause no impacts to
Agriculture and Forestry Resources. (Please refer to Appendix A).
No prime or unique farmland or farmland of statewide importance exists within the City
of Los Angeles. The project site and adjacent parcels are not zoned for agricultural uses
and are not subject to a Williamson Act contract. There are no forest land, timberland,
or timberland zoned Timberland Production on or near the project site.
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Figure 6: Building Elevations
North
Elevation

South
Elevation

C. Air Quality
Initial screening determined that the proposed project would cause less-than-significant
impacts to Air Quality. (Please refer to Appendix A).
The following is a summary of a report titled Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Analysis Technical Memorandum for the Gaffey Pool and Bathhouse Project completed
by ICF International (November 18, 2013). The complete report can be found in
Appendix B.
Construction of the proposed project would result in the short‐term generation of criteria
pollutant emissions. Combustion exhaust and fugitive dust (PM 10 and PM2.5) mass
emissions were estimated using the South Coast Air Quality Management District
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(SCAQMD) ‐recommended California Emissions Estimator Model (CalEEMod), version
2013.2.2. Input assumptions were based on project‐specific construction information
provided by the Department of Public Works Bureau of Engineering (BOE) engineers
regarding construction phasing, demolition quantities, and material deliveries. Fugitive
PM10 and PM2.5 emissions estimates take into account compliance with SCAQMD Rule
403. The estimate of construction‐period regional mass emissions is shown in Table 1.
The estimates of maximum daily emissions are not expected to exceed SCAQMD
construction period thresholds for any pollutant. As such short‐term construction
regional mass emissions would be less-than-significant.
Table 1: Estimate of Regional Construction Mass Emissions
(pounds per day)
ROG NOX CO SOX PM10 PM2.5
Construction Phase
Demolition/Asbestos
3
31
24
<1
2
2
Excavation/Grading
3
32
21
<1
4
3
Building Construction
5
34
29
<1
2
2
Site Construction
4
31
27
<1
2
2
Pool Commissioning
5
5
6
<1
<1
<1
Maximum Daily (1)
5
34
29
<1
4
3
Regional Construction Thresholds
75
100 550 150
150
55
Exceed Thresholds ?
No
No
No
No
No
No
Source: CalEEMod emissions modeling by ICF 2013
Note: 1. For highest phase of the project
With respect to local impacts, SCAQMD has developed a set of local mass emission
thresholds to evaluate localized impacts. According to SCAQMD, only those emissions
that occur on‐site are to be considered in the localized significance threshold (LST)
analysis. Consistent with SCAQMD LST evaluation guidelines, emissions related to haul
truck and employee commuting activity during construction are not considered in the
evaluation of localized impacts. As shown in Table 2, localized emissions during
construction would not exceed local thresholds. As such, short‐term local mass
emissions would be less-than-significant.
Operation of the proposed project has the potential to create air quality impacts
associated with increased motor vehicle trips to and from the project site, on‐site
consumption of natural gas for space and water heating; on‐site use of solvents and
consumer products; and emission associated with landscaping. Operations‐period
emissions were estimated using CalEEMod, version 2013.2.2, as well as trip generation
from the traffic analysis. An estimate of operations‐period regional mass emissions is
shown in Table 3. The estimates of maximum daily emissions are not expected to
exceed SCAQMD operations‐period thresholds for any pollutant. As such, long‐term
regional mass emissions would be less-than-significant.
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Table 2: Estimate of Localized Construction Mass Emissions (pounds per day)
ROG NOX CO SOX PM10 (2) PM2.5 (2)
Construction Phase
Demolition/Asbestos Removal
3
30
22
<1
2.0
1.8
Excavation/Grading
3
32
20
<1
4.1
2.9
Building Construction
4
26
17
<1
1.8
1.7
Site Construction
4
25
17
<1
1.6
1.6
Pool Commissioning
5
2
2
<1
0.2
0.2
Maximum Daily (1)
5
32
22
<1
4.1
2.9
Localized Significant Thresholds (3)
82
842
7
5
Exceed Thresholds ?
NA
No
No
NA
No
No
Source: CalEEMod emissions modeling by ICF 2013
1. For highest phase of the project
2. PM10 and PM2.5 emission estimates assume compliance with SCAQMD Rule 403
requirements for fugitive dust suppression, which require that no visible dust be
present beyond the site boundaries.
3. The project site is located in SCAQMD SRA Number 4 (South Coastal Los Angeles
County). LSTs shown herein are based on the site location SRA, distance to nearest
sensitive receptor location from the project site (25 meters [Approximately 82 feet]) and
the approximate project construction site (0.81 hectares [Approximately 2 acres]).
Table 3: Estimate of Regional Operational Emissions (pounds per day)
ROG NOX CO SOX PM10 PM2.5
Operational Phase
Motor Vehicles
1
2
8
<1
1
<1
Natural Gas
<1
<1 <1 <1
<1
<1
Coatings
<1
Consumer Products
<1
Landscaping (1)
<1
<1 <1 <1
<1
<1
Maximum Daily (2)
1
2
8
<1
1
<1
Regional Operational Thresholds
55
55 550 150
150
55
Exceeds Thresholds ?
No
No
No
No
No
No
Source: CalEEMod emissions modeling by ICF 2013
Note:
1. Equipment usage
2. For highest phase of the project
Similar to the localized construction analysis above, SCAQMD has developed a set of
local thresholds to evaluate localized impacts that may result from operations‐period
emissions. SCAQMD’s LST methodology directs analyses to focus on emissions from
stationary sources (i.e., natural gas furnaces, emergency generators, etc.) and mobile
equipment (i.e., landscaping equipment) operating on‐site. Consistent with SCAQMD
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LST guidelines, emissions related to mobile vehicle travel are not considered in the
evaluation of localized impacts. The estimate of operations‐period localized emissions is
shown in Table 4. Localized emissions during operations would not exceed local
thresholds. As such, long‐term local mass emissions would be less-than-significant.
Table 4: Estimate of Locational Operational Emissions
(pounds per day)
ROG NOX CO SOX PM10 PM2.5
Operational Phase
Natural Gas
<1
<1 <1 <1
<1
<1
Coatings
<1
Consumer Products
<1
Landscaping (1)
<1
<1 <1 <1
<1
<1
Maximum Daily (2)
<1
2
8
<1
1
<1
Localized Significant Thresholds
82 842
2
Exceeds Thresholds ?
No
No
No
Source: CalEEMod emissions modeling by ICF 2013
Notes
1. Equipment usage
2. For highest phase of the project
There are number of sensitive receptors within the immediate project area. Table 5
shows the sensitive receptors, name, direction, and distance away from the project. The
project would have no impact on these sensitive receptors. The construction activities
related to the project would not cause an impact to these sensitive receptors due to the
distances between the receptors and the area in which construction activities would
occur or that construction activities would take place when the adjacent buildings and
grounds are not used.

Receptor
Hospital
Recreation &
Park Uses
School
School
School

Table 5: Sensitive Receptors
Name
Direction
Providence Little
Northwest
Company of Mary
Angels Gate Park

Distance
>2 miles

North, West, & South

Adjacent

West

685’

East

730’

West

1,345’

Ft MacArthur Annex
Adult School
Pt. Fermin
Elementary
San Pedro HS,
Olquin Campus

Minimal emissions are anticipated as a result of operation and maintenance activities.
The total emissions from vehicle exhaust are considered negligible and should not
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exceed SCAQMD thresholds or have a significant impact on air quality. Although
construction emission are anticipated to be below SCAQMD thresholds, contractors
would be required to follow all applicable SCAQMD rules and regulations, including
AQMD Rule 403 (Fugitive Dust) and 431 (Diesel Equipment), to minimize air quality
impacts. Contractors, for example, would water dusty areas and minimize the tracking
of soil from unpaved dirt areas to paved roads.
D. Biological Resources
Initial screening determined that the proposed project would cause less-than-significant
impacts to Biological Resources with the incorporation of mitigation measures. (Please
refer to Appendix A).
The California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) California Natural Diversity
Database (CNDDB) lists occurrences of eleven (11) species or communities that are
federally and/or state listed as endangered or threatened within the San Pedro
topographic quadrangle. The American peregrine falcon as being fully protected by the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act (as of December 2, 2013) and is included here as the project
site may be within its foraging range. These species are shown in Table 6.
Table 6: Federal/State Endangered or Threatened Species
Common Name

Scientific Name

Habitat

Mammals
American
falcon (1)

peregrine Falco
anatum

peregrinus Nests on bridges in the Inner Harbor;
forages over several miles throughout the
Port area.

Bank swallow

Riparia riparia

California least tern

Sternula
browni

Nests primarily in riparian and other lowland
habitats west of the desert.

antillarum Nests at Pier 400, Port of Los Angeles,
which is about 3 miles to the east.

Coastal
California Polioptila californica Located in coastal scrub habitat below 2500
californica
gnatcatcher
feet in Southern California. The nearest
known location is at White’s Point Preserve
(1.5 miles west).
Mohave tui chub
Pacific
Mouse

Siphateles
mohavensis

bicolor Found in deep pools and slough-like areas.

Pocket Perognathus
longimembris
pacificus

Located in sandy soils, along the coast.

Plants
California
Grass

Orcutt Orcuttia californica

Gaffey Street Pool and Bathhouse

Located in vicinity of vernal pools.
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Table 6: Federal/State Endangered or Threatened Species
Common Name
El Segundo
butterfly

Scientific Name

Blue Euphilotes battoides Located in sand dunes adjacent to Los
alluni
Angeles International Airport.

Lyon’s pentachaeta

Pentachaeta lyonii

Palos Verdes blue Glaucopsyche
lygdamus
butterfly
palosverdesensis
Salt marsh
beak

Habitat

bird’s Chloropyron
maritumum
maritimum

Located within chaparral, valley and foothill
grasslands, as well as coastal sage scrub
vegetation communities.
Restricted to the cool, fog-shrouded,
seaward side of Palos Verdes Hills. The
nearest location is at the San Pedro Fuel
Supply Depot (2.2 miles north).

Located within coastal salt marsh and
ssp. coastal dune habitats.

Beach Spectaclepod Dithyrea maritime

Located in sand dune and coastal sage
scrub vegetation communities.

Sources:
California Fish and Wildlife California Natural Diversity Database, San Pedro
topographic quadrangles, 2014
Notes:
1. Protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act as of December 2, 2013
Except for the Peregrine Falcon, suitable habitat for these species is not found within
the project area. Based on the incompatible characteristics of the proposed project site
and the habitats required by the species and communities listed above, initial screening
determined that the proposed project would cause no impact. The Peregrine Falcon
may use the Angels Gate Park as part of its foraging area.
The following is a summary of a report titled A Biological Resources (Site Flora and
Habitat Evaluation prepared by William Jones, Environmental Supervisor I, Bureau of
Engineering, Environmental Management Group, February 5, 2014. The complete
report can be found in Appendix C.
A floristic survey was performed at the above-captioned project site, and potential
impacts to biological resources were evaluated. The Gaffey Street Pool Project site was
visited on August 27, 2013 and August 30, 2013. A list of species was compiled for the
existing pool and adjacent areas (Table I of A Biological Resources (Site Flora and
Habitat Evaluation). The purpose of this survey was to provide a record of existing
vascular plant species, and characterize their vegetation community, which may be
affected. Twenty-nine vascular plant species were recorded within the project site
(Table I of Appendix C). Fourteen species were found within the pool area, while
nineteen species were found in the surrounding area, adjacent to the pool. Only three
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California native plant species were found. All three native plant species were found
outside of the enclosed pool area. The listed native species are commonly found in
chaparral, coastal prairie/grassland communities, while many of the non-native species
are typical of degraded or disturbed sites. Other non-native species consist of ruderal,
landscape or garden escapee, plants. No rare, endangered or sensitive species were
recorded or sighted within the project area.
Since this survey was comprised of a limited number of visits, the plant species list
should not be considered complete. While the listing of woody shrubs and trees is fairly
complete, the number of herbaceous species may be under-represented. Nevertheless,
the list is adequate for the evaluation of impacts to biological resources, or preparation
of a preliminary revegetation plan for this site. Previous clearance work eliminated many
of the existing annuals and perennials in the understory.
Mitigation Measure - Previous development of the military base removed any vestige of
native vegetation on this site. No recommendation is made for habitat restoration, or
restoration with native plants. Yet, single, mature native shrub and tree specimens, such
as toyon and sycamore, should be preserved where possible. Landscaped areas shall
be re-vegetated with a mixture of drought-tolerant and low-water use species, including
native plant species as appropriate. This includes the application of a hydro-seed
mixture in surrounding areas, for erosion control.
Mitigation Measure - If vegetation removal occurs during bird nesting season (generally
February 15th through August 15th for most birds and January 31st through September
1st for raptors), all trees to be removed shall be surveyed by a qualified biologist within
three (3) days prior to removal. If nesting birds are detected, then tree removal shall be
postponed until the fledglings have vacated the nest or the biologist has determined that
the nest has failed
Mitigation Measure - The Environmental Management Group staff shall review the relandscaping plan to insure compliance with any applicable State or local coastal permit
conditions, or compliance with any City tree or landscape ordinances.
The proposed project is not located within a Significant Ecological Area or other natural
community containing riparian habitat or sensitive biological resources. There are no
wetlands within or adjacent to the project site. No sensitive habitats were identified
within the project site or vicinity. The project area is highly urbanized and heavily used
and does not provide significant habitat for wildlife. The project is not expected to have
an impact on habitat suitable for wildlife movement or migration. No heritage or
protected tree species are present within the boundaries of the proposed project. No
Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community Conservation Plan or any similar plan is
known to exist for the project site or immediate vicinity.
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E. Cultural Resources
Initial screening determined that the proposed project would cause less-than-significant
impacts to Cultural Resources with the incorporation of mitigation measures. (Please
refer to Appendix A).
The following is a summary of a report titled A Cultural Resources Survey Report for the
Gaffey Pool and Bathhouse Project prepared by SWCA Environmental Consultants
(November 2012).The complete report can be found in Appendix D.
The Survey identified 27 previously conducted cultural resources studies within a 0.5mile radius of the study area. Five of these previous studies occurred within at least a
portion of the study area. An additional 20 unmapped overview studies were conducted
within the San Pedro quadrangle. The Survey identified 41 previously recorded cultural
resources within a 0.5-mile radius of the study area, all of which are associated with
Fort MacArthur.
On July 25, 2008, the State Historical Resources Commission designated the Upper
Reservation of Fort MacArthur Historical District as eligible for listing in the California
Register of Historical Resources. One of these resources identified (19-188122) is
included in a portion of the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR) - listed
Upper Reservation of Fort MacArthur Historic District (California Office of Historic
Preservation Historic Resources Inventory [HRI] #168076), which encompasses the
current study area. The Cultural Resources Survey did not identify any previously
recorded or unrecorded archaeological resources in the study area, nor did it identify
any previously unrecorded built environment resources.
The Cultural Resources Survey was constrained by poor ground surface visibility (0–2
percent) throughout most of the study area due to heavy urban development and areas
of dense low-lying vegetation. Areas of exposed sediment between buildings had much
improved ground surface visibility (approximately 85 percent), with some visibility
constrained by parked vehicles, patches of grass, and discarded building materials.
Despite these constraints, the study was adequate for the identification of cultural
resources.
Mitigation Measure - No archaeological resources were identified in the study area.
However, the study area is situated in a geographic location that was ideal for
prehistoric human occupation, and it is situated atop native soil. It is possible that intact
archaeological deposits are present at subsurface levels. In addition, it is possible that
historic archaeological resources associated with the Fort MacArthur Upper Reservation
may be present below the surface, because the Fort MacArthur Upper Reservation
contains an underground complex consisting of over 4,960 feet of tunnels. For these
reasons, and the fact that no archaeological testing has ever occurred in the study area,
the study area shall be treated as potentially sensitive for both prehistoric and historic
archaeological resources. A qualified archaeologist, working under the direction of a
qualified principal investigator, shall be present to monitor all ground-disturbing
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activities. This is in addition to standard archaeological mitigation measures to minimize
impacts to the unanticipated discovery of below ground cultural resources and human
remains.
Mitigation Measure - The proposed project will upgrade mechanical equipment in the
mechanical rooms and will make interior changes as needed to accommodate larger
filter units and other equipment. If new mechanical systems must protrude beyond
exterior walls to function, care shall be taken to avoid character-defining features in
those areas (including the cornice, windows, and false vigas), and to obscure the mass
and visibility of the new materials in a way that does not distract from the design.
Mitigation Measure - The proposed project would add one or two doors to the eastern
elevation of the pool structure to provide access to new partitions within the mechanical
rooms. This side is one of the secondary elevations of the resource, and exterior
changes made to it would not necessarily impair the integrity of the resource overall.
However, the most appropriate addition of new doors would retain character-defining
features on this wall to the extent possible. Doors that aligned vertically with the existing
windows and false vigas would be in character with the style of the building and respect
the existing design elements. The new doors shall be designed and constructed in
character with the style of the building and respect existing contributing design
elements.
Mitigation Measure - The pool and all surrounding buildings were previously determined
to be contributing elements to a CRHR-listed historic district, repairs and rehabilitation
shall be conducted in compliance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation.
Mitigation Measure - In accordance with recommendations of the cultural resources
survey, a mothballing plan shall be prepared and implemented to stabilize Building 825.
Mitigation Measure - Removal of graffiti shall be conducted in compliance with the
United States Department of Interior, National Park Service Preservation Brief Number
38 – “Removing Graffiti from Historic Masonry.’ (http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-topreserve/briefs/38-remove-graffiti.htm)
The Draft San Pedro Community Plan Area (CPA) Draft Environmental Impact Report
(DEIR) notes that the Los Angeles Basin is rich in paleontological sites. Fossils have
been found mostly in sedimentary rock that has been uplifted, eroded, or otherwise
exposed. Undiscovered vertebrate fossils are likely to be found in such rock formations.
In addition, quaternary period alluvial fan deposits, and more specifically those deposits
from the Pleistocene epoch, are considered to have high paleontological sensitivity
within the CPA because they are known to contain significant fossil resources.
Pleistocene older alluvium of similar composition elsewhere in Los Angeles County and
southern California has been reported to contain locally abundant and scientifically
significant vertebrate, invertebrate, and plant fossils. These localities have yielded
fossils of extinct Ice-Age mammals, including mammoths, mastodons, ground sloth, dire
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wolves, short-faced bears, saber-toothed cats, large and small horses, large and small
camels, bison, and other fauna similar to fossil specimens recovered from the Rancho
La Brea asphalt deposits.
No known burial sites or paleontological resources are expected to be located within the
project site. If burial sites or paleontological resources were found, compliance with
applicable regulations would ensure these impact remains less-than-significant.
Standard specifications for public works projects (Standard Specifications Section 6-3.2)
stipulate that, “If discovery is made of items of archaeological or paleontological interest,
the Contractor shall immediately cease excavation in the area of discovery and shall not
continue until ordered by the Engineer.”
F. Geology and Soils
Initial screening determined that the proposed project would cause less-than-significant
impacts with respect to geology and soils. (Please refer to Appendix A).
The following is a summary of a report titled Geologic and Geotechnical Investigation
report, Gaffey Pool and Bathhouse Prepared by: AMEC February 18, 2013 Project No.
IR12163270). The complete report can be found in Appendix E.
Seismic Hazards
This section provides an assessment of the earthquake-related geologic/geotechnical
hazards for the site, including the potential for surface fault rupture, liquefaction, and
seismically induced settlement.
Surface Fault Rupture - Earthquakes generally are caused by a sudden slip or
displacement along a zone of weakness, termed a fault, in the Earth’s crust. Surface
fault rupture, which is a manifestation of the fault displacement at the ground surface,
usually is associated with moderate to large magnitude earthquakes (magnitudes of
about 6 or larger) occurring on active faults having mapped traces or zones at the
ground surface. The amount of surface fault displacement can be as much as 10 feet or
more, depending on the earthquake magnitude and other factors. The displacement
associated with surface fault rupture can damage structures situated astride the zone of
rupture. The Cabrillo Fault is located approximately ½ mile north of the project site.
However, the City of Los Angles Seismic Safety Element Plan shows the Cabrillo fault is
not located within a designated fault rupture study area (Figure 7). Based on the
California Geological Survey (CGS) Special Study Zones maps (2000) and the City of
Los Angles Seismic Safety Element Plan, the project site is not located within a State of
California “Alquist-Priolo Special Study Zone.”
Liquefaction - Liquefaction is a phenomenon in which saturated granular soil materials
transform from a solid to a liquefied state when subjected to large, rapid loadings such
as strong ground shaking during an earthquake. The transformation to a liquid state
occurs due to the tendency of granular materials to compact, which consequently
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results in increased pore water pressure accompanied by a significant reduction in the
effective stress. The change of state occurs most readily in recently deposited (i.e.,
geologically young) loose to moderately dense granular soils. The liquefaction
susceptibility is highly dependent on the density of the soil and looser soils are generally
more susceptible. Furthermore, the consequences of liquefaction are also density
dependent. In loose materials, soil liquefaction can result in a significant loss of shear
strength, which is often accompanied by large shear deformations. In moderately dense
to dense materials, liquefaction may temporarily induce high excess pore water
pressures, but the tendency to dilate during shear inhibits major strength loss and large
ground deformations. Groundwater was not encountered during drilling at the time of
our investigation, Based on the absence of groundwater, and the fine-grained nature of
the native soils overlying the bedrock, the potential for liquefaction to occur at the site is
considered remote. The project site is outside of a mapped liquefaction hazard zone.
(NavigateLA, 2014)
Figure 7: Map of Cabrillo Fault in Vicinity of the Project Site
Cabrillo Fault
Quaternary Fault (2010)

Project Site

Source: NavigateLA, December 19, 2013
Seismically-Induced Landsliding - The Seismic Hazard Zone Map for the San Pedro
Quadrangle (California Division of Mines and Geology, 1999) indicates the site is not
located in an area that is susceptible to seismically induced landsliding. An evaluation of
seismically-induced landsliding was performed as part of the scope of work and is
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discussed in Section 6.0 of the Geologic and Geotechnical Investigation Report.
Site topography consists of a broad gently sloping hill top with flanking slopes that
descend northeast towards Gaffey Street on the east and toward Barlow Saxton Road
to the north. Building 825 is at an elevation of 280-feet. The amphitheater is at an
elevation of 275-feet. The Gaffey Street Pool is at an elevation of 260-feet. Gaffey
Street, where it crosses 33rd Street is at an elevation of 225-feet.
The overall slope height from the broad hill top area to Gaffey Street is about sixty-fivefeet (65’) depending on location measured. Slope angles in this area range from thirty to
forty percent (30-40%) from the east side of the pool area down to Gaffey Street and
from twenty to twenty-five percent (20-25%) from the ridgeline behind the Amphitheater
down to Gaffey Street, depending on where it is measured. The northeast-facing slopes
have been modified by past cut-fill grading activities associated with the construction of
the swimming pool, access road, and Gaffey Street.
The Zone Information Map Access System (ZIMAS) identifies the project site as being
located within lands identified as a Hillside Area, based on the Bureau of Engineering
Basic Grid Map A-13372. As such the project may be subject to special identified
grading standards, depending on the specific location of activities to be accomplished,
amount, in cubic yards, to be filled or cut or a combination thereof, engineering geologic
report, and submittal of a grading report. Section 91.7001 et seq. of Division 70
(Grading, Excavations, and Fills) of the Chapter IX (Building Regulations) of the City of
Los Angeles contains standards for grading within hillside areas. As noted in this
division, the following issues would be addressed:
1. Grading in designated hillside areas shall be performed in accordance with the
approved grading plan prepared by a civil engineer, and shall be designated as
“engineered grading”.
2. The existing vegetative ground cover of any watershed in any hillside area shall not
be destroyed, removed or damaged except pursuant to lawful grading, use or
occupancy of the property.
3. Whenever such ground cover is removed or damaged pursuant to a grading permit,
the permittee shall restore and maintain approved ground cover, or shall accomplish
such other erosion control protection as is required.
4. Such erosion control shall be completed within 30 days after cessation of the grading
work where no valid building permit is in effect for the site.
5. All fill and cut slopes in designated hillside areas shall be planted and irrigated to
promote the growth of ground cover plants to protect the slopes against erosion.
6. Plantings would be of grass, ground cover, and approved shrubs having a one gallon
minimum size shall be planted on the slope at 10 feet (3.0m) on center in both
directions or trees at 20 feet (6.1m) on center in both directions.
7. A combination of shrubs and trees may be utilized.
8. All plants required shall be selected with consideration given to deep-rooted plants
needing limited watering, low maintenance and having fire-retardant characteristics.
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The project site is not located in an Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone. In general,
the Los Angeles region is subject to the effects of seismic activity. The proposed project
would remodel an existing pool, construct a new bathhouse, and mothball an existing
building. Construction activities would have to comply with seismic building code
requirements. The project site is not located in an area identified as being susceptible to
landslides. The project site is partially paved and partially in a natural state.
Construction would result in ground surface disruption, such as grading and excavation.
These activities could result in potential erosion at the proposed project site. However,
soil exposure would be temporary and short-term and applicable Department of Building
and Safety erosion control techniques would limit potential erosion. Construction would
need to comply with Best Management Practices (BMP) to prevent erosion or loss of
topsoil. Prior to any construction and as a standard practice, a geotechnical evaluation
would be prepared which would prescribe methods, techniques, and specifications for:
site preparation, treatment of undocumented fill and/or alluvial soils, fill placement on
sloping ground, fill characteristics, fill placement and compactions, temporary
excavations and shoring, permanent slopes, treatment of expansive soils, and treatment
of corrosive soils. Design and construction of the proposed project would conform to
recommendations in the geotechnical evaluation; therefore, impacts from potentially
expansive soil would not be significant.
G. Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Initial screening determined that the proposed project would cause less-than-significant
impacts from greenhouse gases. (Please refer to Appendix A).
The following is a summary of a report titled Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Analysis Technical Memorandum for the Gaffey Pool and Bathhouse Project completed
by ICF International (November 18, 2013). The complete report can be found in
Appendix B.
With respect to Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions, State CEQA Guidelines Section
15064.4 provides guidance to lead agencies for determining the significance of impacts
from GHG emissions. Section 15064.4(a) provides that a lead agency should make a
good‐faith effort, based to the extent possible on scientific and factual data, to describe,
calculate, or estimate the amount of GHG emissions resulting from a project. Section
15064.4(a) further provides that a lead agency shall have the discretion to determine, in
the context of a particular project, whether (1) to use a model or methodology to
quantify GHG emissions resulting from a project and which model methodology to use
and/or (2) to rely on qualitative analysis or performance‐based standards.
Pursuant to State CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.4(a), the analysis presented herein
uses a model and methodology to quantify the GHG emissions resulting from the
project. The analysis contained herein provides a “good‐faith effort” to describe,
calculate, and estimate GHG emissions resulting from the project and compare those
emissions with the chosen threshold level. Currently, neither SCAQMD nor the City of
Los Angeles has adopted a quantitative threshold relevant to the project. While the
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SCAQMD has adopted a 10,000 metric ton (MT) per year of carbon dioxide equivalent
(CO2e) significance threshold level for industrial projects that require Title V or
RECLAIM permits, this threshold would not be applicable to the proposed project, as it
does not fit in to this category. Thus, for the purpose of this analysis, both direct and
indirect GHG emissions from the project are discussed with respect to the California Air
Pollution Control Officers Association (CAPCOA) threshold level of 900 MT per year of
CO2e emissions.
Short‐term construction activities would result in GHG emissions from fuel combustion
within off and on‐road construction equipment and vehicles. Consistent with SCAQMD
draft guidelines emissions associated with the approximately 24‐month construction
period are summed, amortized over a 30‐year project life, and added to operational
emissions.
Long‐term operation of the project would result in GHG emissions as a result of fuel
combustion from motor vehicles from increased visitation to the project site; natural gas,
electricity, and water consumption; and wastewater and solid waste generation.
Emissions associated with long‐term operations are presented in Table 8. As shown in
Table 8, project‐related GHG emissions during combined construction and operation
are expected to about 320 MTCO2e, well below the 900 MTCO2e thresholds utilized
herein. It is worth noting that this 900 MTCO2e threshold utilized herein is more
conservative (i.e., lower) than any other bright‐line numeric threshold adopted or
proposed within the state. For example, the SCAQMD once contemplated a 3,000
MTCO2e bright‐line threshold for commercial and residential land use projects. As such,
project‐related GHG emissions would be less-than-significant.
Table 8: Estimated Project-Related GHG
Emissions (metric tons per year)
Element
CO2e
Amortized Construction

16

Mobile Sources

247

Electricity

24

Natural Gas

4

Operations Area Sources

<1

Water

6

Waste

23

Total Operations
Total Operations and
Amortized Construction (1)
CAPCOA Threshold

304

Exceeds Threshold

No
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Table 8: Estimated Project-Related GHG
Emissions (metric tons per year)
Source: CalEEMod emissions modeling by ICF
2013 (ICF Report – Appendix B)
Note: 1. California Assembly Bill 1493 “Pavley
Clean Car Standards.” September 24, 2009
Note that actions undertaken by the state would contribute to project‐level GHG
reductions. For example, the Pavley1 standard aims to improve the efficiency of
automobiles and light-duty trucks by 17%; the Advanced Clean Car Standards aims to
further improve the fuel efficiency of light-duty vehicles by an additional 2.5% over
Pavley; ARB low carbon fuel standards (LCFS) aims to reduce the carbon intensity of
diesel and gasoline transportation fuels by 8.9%; and the renewable portfolio and
renewable electricity standards aims to reduce electricity‐related GHG emissions by
19.1%. However, while reductions associated with statewide measures would further
reduce project‐related emissions, these emissions are not quantified herein.
The proposed project’s annual GHG are estimated to be 320 MTCO2e. These estimates
reflect emissions from all construction and operation activity. To put this number into
perspective, statewide CO2e emissions for year 2009 were estimated to be 456.8 million
metric tons. Therefore, impacts are anticipated to be less-than-significant. The proposed
project would not conflict with any applicable plan, policy, or regulation of an agency
adopted for the purpose of reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases; therefore,
impacts would be less-than-significant.
H. Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Initial screening determined that the proposed project would cause less-than-significant
impacts to Hazards and Hazardous Materials with the incorporation of mitigation
measures. (Please refer to Appendix A).
Asbestos and Lead Paint Survey
Because of the age of the buildings (late 1930’s to early 1940’s) within and surrounding
the project area, a study was done to determine levels of asbestos and lead-based
paint. The following is a summary of a report titled Survey by Comprehensive Asbestos
and Lead Survey conducted by A-Tech Consulting, Inc., Submitted December 6, 2013
(revised report). The full report can be found in Appendix F.
Asbestos is the name given to a group of naturally occurring minerals used in certain
products, such as building materials and vehicle brakes, to resist heat and corrosion.
Asbestos includes chrysotile, amosite, crocidolite, tremolite asbestos, anthophyllite
asbestos, actinolite asbestos, and any of these materials that have been chemically
treated and/or altered. The inhalation of asbestos fibers by workers can cause serious
diseases of the lungs and other organs that may not appear until years after the
exposure has occurred. For instance, asbestosis can cause a buildup of scar-like tissue
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in the lungs and result in loss of lung function that often progresses to disability and
death. Asbestos fibers associated with these health risks are too small to be seen with
the naked eye, and smokers are at higher risk of developing some asbestos-related
diseases.
Asbestos Evaluation - The scope of the survey was to identify visible and/or readily
accessible suspect friable and non-friable Asbestos Containing Building Materials
(ACBMs) at the project site. The intent was to satisfy regulatory requirements for
renovation and/or demolition at the project site. Friable ACBM is defined by the United
States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the South Coast Air Quality
Management District (SCAQMD) as a material that when dry, can be easily pulverized,
crushed, or reduced to a powder by hand pressure. Non-friable ACBM is a material that
can be broken, crumbled, pulverized, or reduced to powder during demolition or
renovation activities. These materials can be classified as Class I or Class II non-friable
ACBM.
Fifteen (15) bulk samples were collected from the Gaffey Street Pool area. Of these,
twelve (12) samples are considered non-friable materials and three (3) samples are
considered to be friable materials. The building materials identified as ACBMs are in
poor to fair condition and are considered to be non-friable. The three friable samples did
not contain asbestos. Materials were identified in which asbestos was found. As shown
in Table 9, asbestos is present in the following materials and locations:
Table 9: Results of Asbestos Survey
Positive Material
Location
Transite Siding (2,400 sq. ft.) – 10% Chrysotile Exterior, Both Latrines
Roof Penetration Mastic (Type 1)
Roof, Pool Basement Roof
(Approximately 6 sq. ft.) - 4% Chrysotile
Roof Penetration Mastic (Type 2)
Roof, Both Latrines
(Approximately 20 sq. ft.) – 4% Chrysotile
Source: Comprehensive Asbestos and Lead Survey conducted by A-Tech
Consulting, Inc. Submitted December 6, 2013 (revised report)
Notes
1. sq. ft. – square feet
2. Ln. ft. – linear feet
Mitigation Measure – Due to the potential hazards of exposure, an Asbestos
Management Program (AMP) shall be prepared and implemented to avoid incidental
and/or accidental disturbance of the Asbestos Containing Materials (ACM). The AMP
shall set forth operational and maintenance guidelines to minimize fiber release, which
may be caused by age, normal wear and tear, delamination, building maintenance,
repairs, renovation, and other activities which may disturb ACM.
Lead-based paint in the United States resulted in a court case against the Lead
Industries Association. Due in great part to studies paint containing more than 0.06%
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(by weight of dried product) lead was banned for use in the United States in 1978 by the
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (16 Code of Federal Regulations CFR
1303). Lead is considered to be a harmful environmental pollutant. Old (pre-1978) leadbased paint is the most significant source of lead exposure in the U.S. The U.S.
government defines "lead-based paint" as any "paint, surface coating that contains lead
equal to or exceeding one milligram per square centimeter (1.0 mg/cm 2) or 0.5% by
weight." Health problems from exposure to lead can include profound developmental
and neurological impairment in children.
Lead Evaluation - The purpose of the lead-based paint survey was to identify and
assess all painted components at the project site. The survey was to ascertain the
presence of lead-based paint at or above a level of 0.7 mg/cm 2 per the Los Angeles
County Department of Public Health (DPH) regulatory action levels. As shown in Table
10 lead-based paint is found in the following materials and locations:
Table 10: Results Lead Paint Survey
Area
1st Floor, Pool
1st Floor, Pool
Basement, Pool Bath House

Component

Material

Reading
(mg/cm2)

Estimated
Quantity

> 5.00

8,000 sq. ft.

> 5.00
1.92 &
2.85
3.92

500 Ln. ft.

> 5.00

30 Ln. ft.

> 5.00

900 sq. ft.

Pool Gutter, Walls
Ceramic Tile
and Bottom
Gutter Frame
Ceramic Tile
Door Frames (2)

Wood

Basement, Pool Bath House
Wall
Wood
Basement, Pool Bath House,
Entry Frame
Ceramic Tile
East Shower
Basement, Pool Bath House,
Shower
Ceramic Tile
East Shower
Exterior, Pool Basement
Wall
Cinderblock
Source: Comprehensive Asbestos and Lead Survey conducted
Inc. Submitted December 6, 2013 (revised report)
Notes
1. sq. ft. – square feet
2. Ln. ft. – linear feet

2 each
800 sq. ft.

3.62
6,000 sq. ft.
by A-Tech Consulting,

Section 302 of the Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act (LCMPPA, US EPA),
LCM hazards equal to or greater than 0.5% by weight (5,000 parts per million (ppm)) or
1.0 mg/cm2 must be abated. Any signs of paint deterioration should be immediately
addressed. The deteriorating lead containing paint on the exterior wall should be
stabilized, encapsulated, enclosed, or removed.
Mitigation Measure – Due to the potential hazards of exposure, a Lead Management
Program (LMP) shall be prepared and implemented to avoid incidental and/or accidental
disturbance of the Lead-Containing Materials (LCM). The LMP shall set forth
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operational and maintenance guidelines to minimize release of lead-contaminated dust,
which may be caused by age, normal wear and tear, delamination, building
maintenance, repairs, renovation, and other activities which may disturb LCM.
Hazardous materials generated by tenants are disposed or recycled as appropriate. The
only Class I landfill operating in Southern California is the Kettleman Hills facility in
Kings County. The facility has a maximum permitted capacity of 10,700,000 cubic yards
with a remaining capacity of 6,000,000 cubic yards. The landfill has maximum allotted
throughput of 8,000 tons per day.
Operational Hazardous Materials
Maintaining proper water chemistry in public pools is essential for the health and safety
of those in the pool. The County of Los Angeles, Department of Public Health,
Environmental Health Division is responsible for ensuring public pools meet State and
County Health Standards.
These standards include but are not limited to: pumps, filters and all related parts of the
pool water purification system shall be kept in operation at all times when a pool or spa
is available for use; the recirculation and purification system shall be operated as long
as necessary, and maintained so as to keep the pool water in a clean and clear
condition; the pH of pools and spas shall be maintained between 7.2 and 8.0
(Recommended level 7.4 - 7.6); the free chlorine residual of pools and spas not using
stabilizers must be at least 1.0 ppm at all times. For pools using stabilizers, the free
chlorine residual must be at least 1.5 ppm at all times. The recommended free chlorine
residuals is 2.0 - 3.0 ppm for pools; and all pools must maintain operational, an
approved automatic chlorinator. To meet these standards the project proposes the use
of two chemicals to keep the pool water safe for swimmers: muriatic acid and sodium
hypochlorite.
Muriatic Acid - The pH level found in a pool affects every other chemical balance in pool
water. pH is a measure of the level of hydrogen ions or acidity of the pool water.
Measured on a logarithmic scale, a pH of 0 indicates extremely acidic conditions, and a
pH of 14 indicates extremely basic conditions. A pH of 7 is neutral. The most desired pH
of pool water is between 7.4 and 7.6, a slightly basic pH. This is the most comfortable
range for the eyes and skin, and provides the optimum chlorine levels to prevent
bacteria, algae and fungus growth, without developing scale, the white crusty substance
often seen on pool tiles, or becoming too corrosive. Hydrochloric acid is often used to
adjust pool water back towards this optimum range when it has become too basic.
Hydrochloric acid is necessary to adjust the pH to optimal levels. When pool water
becomes too acidic, conditions of low pH, chlorine levels decrease, eye irritation occurs,
plaster walls become etched and the metal fittings, heating core and pool pump can
corrode. The dissolved metals can stain the walls of the pool. Likewise, when pool water
becomes too basic, chlorine activity becomes slow and inefficient; scale from mineral
precipitation out of the water can form leaving a hard white residue on the pool tile, the
pool water becomes discolored and cloudy, the filter has to work harder and eye
irritation can occur. Sodium bisulfate can also be used to lower pH, but hydrochloric
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acid provides the added benefit of increasing the free chlorine concentration in the
water.
Sodium Hypochlorite - Sodium hypochlorite is applied in swimming pools for water
disinfection and oxidation. It has the advantage that microorganisms cannot build up
any resistance to it. Sodium hypochlorite is effective against Legionella bacteria and bio
film. A biofilm is a layer of microorganisms contained in a matrix (slime layer), which
forms on surfaces in contact with water. Incorporation of pathogens in biofilms can
protect the pathogens from concentrations of biocides that would otherwise kill or inhibit
those organisms freely suspended in water. Biofilm provides a safe haven for organisms
like Listeria, E. coli and legionella where they can reproduce to levels where
contamination of products passing through that the water becomes inevitable.
The normal concentrations of muriatic acid and sodium hypochlorite that are found in
swimming pools is generally not harmful to people. The project proposes flow sensors
and chemical control monitoring to prevent excessive amounts of chemicals to be
discharged into the pool.
The pool’s chemical storage system includes a 350-gallon dual walled tank to store the
muriatic acid and a 500-gallon, dual walled tank to store the sodium hypochlorite. The
system would have chemical control monitors. The storage area would not be
accessible to the general public.
Other Hazards or Hazardous Materials
A search on January 24, 2014 of the State Department of Toxic Substances Control
(Envirostor at www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov) web site noted one recorded site in near
proximity to the project site. Los Angeles Air Force Base (Site Number 19970002) is
approximately twelve hundred feet (1,200’) southwest of the project site. The case web
page notes a possible issue related to lead. The buildings within the park most likely
had been painted with lead-based paint, due to their age (mid-1930’s and early 1940’s).
The project site (i.e., Gaffey Street Pool and Building 825) was surveyed and leadbased paint was found on these structures/buildings. Measures to remove this material
were included in the survey.
A search on January 28, 2014 of the State Water Resources Control Board
(GeoTracker at geotracker.waterboards.ca.gov) and the Federal Environmental
Protection Agency (Envirofacts at www.epa.gov/enviro/facts/multisystem.html) found no
recorded sites within or adjacent to the project area.
Any pool operation and maintenance activities would comply with applicable laws and
regulations for use, transport, or disposal of hazardous materials. There are three
schools within one quarter mile of the project site (Ft. MacArthur Annex Adult School,
Pt. Fermin Elementary, and San Pedro HS, Olquin Campus). Construction and
operation of the project would not involve substantial quantities of hazardous or acutely
hazardous materials, substances, or waste. The project is not located within a public
airport land use plan area, or within two miles of a public airport, and would not create a
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safety hazard. No private airstrip is located within the vicinity of the project site. The
proposed project would not alter the adjacent street system. As applicable, any traffic
detour plans during construction would address emergency response or emergency
evacuation for implementation during construction. The project site is not located within
a wild land or a very high fire hazard severity zone.
I. Hydrology and Water Quality
Initial screening determined that the proposed project would result in less-thansignificant impacts on hydrology and water quality (Please refer to Appendix A).
Flooding - Per navigate LA the project site is located in Zone C of the Federal Insurance
Rate Maps (FIRM - Map 0601370111D). This is an area identified as having moderate
or minimal hazard from the principal source of flood. Currently, there are no flood zone
compliance requirements for construction in these zones.
Watershed - The project site is located within the Dominguez Channel and L. A. Harbor
Watersheds, as noted by the County of Los Angeles Department of Public Works,
Count Flood Control District. The Dominguez Watershed is located within the southern
portion of Los Angeles County, California, and encompasses approximately 133 square
miles of land and water. Approximately 81 percent of the watershed or 93 percent of the
land is developed. Residential development covers nearly 40 percent of the watershed,
and another 41 percent consists of industrial, commercial and transportation uses.
Section 303(d)(1)(A) of the Clean Water Act (CWA) requires each state to conduct a
biennial assessment of its waters, and identify those waters that are not achieving water
quality standards (Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board, 2003a). The
resulting list is referred to as the 303(d) list. The CWA also requires states to establish a
priority ranking for waters on the 303(d) list of impaired waters and to develop and
implement Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDL) for these waters. A TMDL specifies the
maximum amount of a pollutant that a water body can receive and still meet water
quality standards, and allocates the pollutant loadings to point and nonpoint sources.
The elements of a TMDL are described in 40 CFR 130.2 and 130.7 and Section 303(d)
of the CWA, as well as in U.S. Environmental Protection Agency guidance (U.S. EPA,
1991). A TMDL is defined as the “sum of the individual waste load allocations for point
sources and load allocations for nonpoint sources and natural background” (40 CFR
130.2) such that the capacity of the water body to assimilate pollutant loads (the loading
capacity) is not exceeded. TMDLs must take into account seasonal variations and
include a margin of safety to address uncertainty in the analysis (40 CFR 130.7(c) (1)).
Finally, states must develop water quality management plans to implement the TMDLs
(40 CFR 130.6).
To aid in the reduction of pollutants entering the watershed, the project proposes the
development of a nine hundred (900) square foot landscaped flow through storm water
treatment planter, to treat storm water runoff from the pool deck, bathhouse roof, and
other impervious areas around the pool. It would be installed on the downslope side of
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the pool. The storm water treatment planter would be developed in accordance with the
City’s Guidelines for Storm Water Infiltration Bulletin. This information bulletin provides
guidelines for the design and acceptance of facilities to infiltrate storm water into the
ground. Projects subject to the requirements of the Standard Urban Storm Water
Mitigation Plan (SUSMP) or the Low Impact Development (LID) ordinance are required
by the Department of Public Works, Bureau of Sanitation to infiltrate storm water runoff
when geotechnically feasible. Infiltration facilities that are adjacent to
buildings/structures are therefore required to be evaluated by a soils engineer. The
findings of the soils engineer shall be contained in a report to be reviewed and approved
by the Grading Division of the Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety (LADBS).
Approvals from both the Grading Division and the Bureau of Sanitation (SUSMP or LID
clearance) are required before any permit can be issued.
The purpose of the soils engineers’ evaluation is to prevent the infiltration of storm water
from aggravating any soil or bedrock condition which could result in slope instability,
settlement of footings, surcharge of retaining walls, or contributing water to subsurface
de-watering devices such as basement or retaining wall back drains. If approved by the
Grading Division and the Bureau of Sanitation, the infiltration structure would be
considered as an approved drainage facility, in compliance with Los Angeles Building
Code (LABC) Sections 7013.9 and 7013.10.
Construction activities would require excavation up to a depth of approximately five feet
below the existing surface level. There is a risk of short-term, construction-related
impacts on the quality of surface water runoff. During construction, hazardous materials
would be used, including petroleum fuels and oils for construction equipment. Release
of these materials could occur through spills or from runoff during storm events. As
required by existing regulations, the City would prepare a Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plans (SWPPP). The SWPPP would be reviewed and approved by the
responsible local, state, and/or federal agency and would establish a protocol for proper
emergency procedures and handling and disposal of hazardous materials if an
accidental spill occurs during construction. The SWPPP would outline Best
Management Practices (BMPs) related to fueling, vehicle washing, and the handling,
use, and storage of chemicals. Compliance with these measures would avoid potential
construction impacts on water quality and, as such, impacts would be less-thansignificant. The existing drainage patterns at the site would be restored upon the
completion of construction.
The proposed project would comply with applicable storm water management
requirements for pollution prevention (for example SUSMP requirements to reduce
potential water quality impacts). The proposed project would not utilize existing
groundwater resources nor would it interfere with groundwater recharge. Changes to
the groundwater supply are not anticipated as a result of the proposed project. The
proposed project would not alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area. No
streams or rivers exist on or in the proximity of the project site. The project would not
substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area. The project would
result in temporary soil disturbance activities during construction during which time a
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storm water pollution prevention plan for the control of soil erosion and sediment runoff
would be implemented. The project would be constructed in accordance with applicable
requirements of the municipal code, including grading requirements. The proposed
project would not alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area or would not
change the volume of storm water runoff. No potential sources of water quality
degradation are anticipated.
J. Land Use and Planning
Initial screening determined that the proposed project would result no impacts related to
land use and planning (Please refer to Appendix A).
The General Plan Land Use designation of the project site is Open Space (with building
height limit) with the corresponding zoning designation of OS-1XL. The project site is
within the San Pedro Community Plan and the San Pedro Specific Plan.
Section 12.21A.4.(d) (Institutions) of the City Planning and Zoning Code requires that
there shall be at least one automobile parking space for each 500 square feet of floor
area contained within any governmental office building. With a building area of 3,200
square feet, seven (7) parking spaces are required and these would be provided. This
includes one (1) handicapped accessible parking space and six (6) standard parking
spaces. This portion of Angels Gate Park contains a large number of marked and
unmarked parking spaces which would be sufficient to park vehicles for visitors to the
pool site during operational hours and other users in this area of the park.
Section 12.21.A.16.(a)(5) (Parks) of the City Planning and Zoning Code requires that in
a park like Angels Gate, short term bicycle parking shall be provided at a rate of 10
percent of the required automobile parking with a minimum of 5 short-term bicycle
parking spaces. Since there are only 7 parking spaces required, 5 short-term bicycle
spaces would be required.
Long-term bicycle parking shall be provided as required in the Green Building Code
Article 99.05.106.4. This code section states that for buildings with over 10 occupants,
the amount of secure bicycle parking required shall be based on 5 percent of motorized
vehicle parking capacity, with a minimum of one space. Acceptable secured bicycle
parking facilities shall be conveniently accessible from the street and may include:
1. Covered, lockable enclosures with permanently anchored racks for bicycles;
2. Lockable bicycle rooms with permanently anchored racks; or
3. Lockable, permanently anchored bicycle lockers.
The Community Plan contains a number of Policies, Goals, Objectives, and Programs
that support the proposed project and that the proposed project is consistent with.
These include:
1. Community Issues and Opportunities - Recreation, Parks, and Open Space Issues
 The Cabrillo Beach Bath House and other historic and cultural sites would benefit
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from improved maintenance.
 Need for adequate parking at public parks to reduce spillover parking into
residential areas.
2. Land Use Policies and Programs - Recreation and Park Facilities:
Goal 4 calls for adequate recreation and park facilities which meet the needs of the
residents within the plan area.
Objective 4-1 - To conserve, maintain and better utilize existing recreation and park
facilities which promote the recreational experience.
Policy 4-1.1 - Preserve and improve the existing recreational facilities and park
space.
Program: The Plan preserves such recreation facilities and park space by
designation as Open Space (OS) Zone, which provides such protection.
Objective 4-4 - To expand and improve local parks throughout the Plan area on an
accelerated basis, as funds and land become available.
Policy 4-4.3 - All park and recreation facilities should be designed, landscaped,
and maintained to promote a high quality recreational experience.
Program: Park site development is the responsibility of the Department of
Recreation and Parks, utilizing community input and available funds such as
Grants, Quimby Funds, and State and Local Park Bond Funds.
Goal 6 - Preservation of the Scenic and Visual Quality of Coastal Areas.
Objective 6-6 - To preserve existing scenic views of the ocean and harbor from
designated Scenic Highways, scenic view sites, and existing residential structures.
Policy 6-6.1 - That visual access to coastal views be provided by means of
appropriately located scenic overlooks, turnouts, view spots and other areas for
limited vehicular parking, especially along designated Scenic Highways and
Bikeways.
Policy 6-6.2 - The Osgood-Farley Battery site, Lookout Point site, and the Korean
Bell site shall be designated as public view sites and any development which
obstructs views from these sites shall be prohibited.
Program: The San Pedro Specific Plan allows for the conditional approval of
development in the Coastal zone and provides protections of these visual
resources. The Plan requires new construction or remodeling within the visual
corridors extending from these view sites is limited to 24 feet to 26 feet in
height.
3. Historic and Cultural Resources
Goal 18 calls for the preservation and restoration of cultural resources, neighborhoods,
and landmarks with have a historical and/or cultural significance.
Objective 18-1 - To ensure that the community's historically significant resources are
protected, preserved, and/or enhanced.
Policy 18-1.1 - Encourage the preservation, maintenance, enhancement, and
reuse of existing historically significant buildings and the restoration of original
facades.
Program - Continue identification of appropriate City designated historic and
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cultural monuments and preservation of those existing.
4. Coordination Opportunities for Public Agencies - Recreation and Park Facilities and
Open Space.
Chapter 4 identifies actions which are recommended to be promoted by the City through
the appropriate city departments and through other agencies including Federal, State,
and private sector entities to further the goals of the Plan.
3. Ensure that parks are adequately illuminated and secured for safe use at night, as
appropriate.
6. Improve the utilization and development of recreational facilities at existing parks.
9. Target the provisions of park and recreation facilities in areas with the greatest
deficiencies.
5. Coordination Opportunities for Public Agencies - Utilities
Chapter 4 identifies actions which are recommended to be promoted by the City through
the appropriate city departments and through other agencies including Federal, State,
and private sector entities to further the goals of the Plan. This part of the Community
Plan calls for the installation of utilities underground through assessment districts or
other funding, when feasible.
The San Pedro Specific Plan contains 8 purposes, four of which affect the proposed
project:
3. The Specific Plan is intended to promote a sense of community consistent with
San Pedro's maritime heritage, while remaining consistent with the adopted General
Plan, the San Pedro Community Plan, and the Coastal Act policies.
4. The Specific Plan shall be the implementative ordinance of the Local Coastal
Program for that portion of the San Pedro community within the Coastal Zone.
7. It is the intent of the Specific Plan to preserve access to the beach and the
recreation areas indicated on the Special Features map. Access ways shall be
public right-of-ways, including, but not limited to bikeways, bike lanes, trails, paths
and stairs.
8. Much of San Pedro is hilly, affording spectacular views of the ocean and
surrounding landforms. Scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas must be
considered and protected as a resource of public importance. A primary concern of
the Specific Plan is to protect ocean and coastal views as seen from public areas
such as highways, roads, beaches, parks, trails, access ways and other public
preserves. It is intended that development be designed and sited to protect views to
and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to minimize alteration of natural
landforms, to be visually compatible with the character of surrounding areas, and to
restore and enhance visual quality to the extent feasible.
Subsection 3 of Section A (Regulations) of Section 9 (Access Issues) of the Specific
Plan states that: The City agencies responsible for accepting and acquiring dedications
of access ways and improving and maintaining access ways shall be guided, to the
extent feasible, by the following criteria:
c. Handrails should be provided where a trail or path is less than 6 feet wide and
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adjacent to bluffs and on steeper slopes.
d. Warning signs of a size and design appropriate to the aesthetic standards of
the City agency responsible for developing access way facilities shall be provided
on potentially hazardous trails.
Subsection 5 of Section A (Regulations) of Section 10 (Visual Resources) of the
Specific Plan states that: Utilities serving new structures shall be placed underground.
The proposed project would not physically separate an established community nor
would it conflict with any habitat conservation plan or natural community conservation
plan. The proposed project would not introduce a physical barrier within the Community.
The proposed project would not conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or
regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the
general plan, specific plan, or zoning ordinance).
K. Mineral Resources
Initial screening determined that the proposed project would result in no impacts on
mineral resources of regional or statewide importance, as the project site is located in
an urbanized area and is not located within an area that contains known mineral
resources. (Please refer to Appendix A).
L. Noise
Initial screening determined that the proposed project would cause less-than-significant
impacts with respect to noise. (Please refer to Appendix A).
The project site is located in a low noise environment. To the north, west, and south of
the project site are open spaces and buildings used by community groups for
recreational activities. To the east of Gaffey Street are single- and multi-family
residential uses. The project site and surrounding areas to the north, west, south, and
east are zoned OS-1XL (Open Space). Properties on the east side of Gaffey Street are
zoned RD2-1XL (Restricted Density Multiple Dwelling Zone).
The Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) (Section 111.03 Minimum Ambient Noise
Level, Table 2) presumes ambient noise levels within the “RD” zoning designation is 50
dBA (A-weighted decibels) for the day time (7:00AM to 10:00PM) and 40 dBA for the
night time (10:00PM to 7:00AM). The LAMC does not provide minimum ambient noise
levels for properties zoned OS. The ambient noise levels within the “RD” zone are the
lowest noted within the LAMC so it can be used as a basis for the ambient noise level
expected within the OS Zoning designation.
Table 11 shows the direction, land uses and distances from the project site of
surrounding land uses.
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Table 11: Distances to Adjoining Land Uses
Direction
Land Use Type
Distance
East
Single- and Multi-Family
140’
West
Park Maintenance Office
115’
South
Angeles Gate Cultural Center 410’
Northwest – Miscellaneous Park/Community 50-300’
West –
Use Buildings
Southwest
Source: ZIMAS
Table 12 shows the Normally Acceptable, Conditionally Acceptable, and Normally
Unacceptable Community Noise Exposure Levels for Single-Family, Duplex, Mobile
Home, and Multi-Family Homes. The City CEQA thresholds do not provide community
noise exposure levels for recreational/park areas. The Single-Family, Duplex, and
Mobile Home standards are the lowest provided.
Table 12: Community Noise Exposure (CNEL, db)
Normally Conditionally
Normally
Clearly
Land Use
Acceptable Acceptable Unacceptable Unacceptable
Single-Family, Duplex,
50-60
55-70
70-75
Above 70
Mobile Homes
Multi-Family Homes
50-65
60-70
70-75
Above 70
Source: City of Los Angeles CEQA Threshold Limits (Source: California Department of
Health Services (DHS).
Table 13 shows the construction noise levels that might be expected by this project.
Table 13: Outdoor Construction Noise Levels
Construction Phase
Noise Level (dBA Leq)
At 50 Feet
At 50 Feet with Muffler (dBA)
Ground Clearing
84
82
Excavation, Grading
89
86
Foundations
78
77
Structural
85
83
Finishing
89
86
Source: EPA, Noise from Construction Equipment and Operations,
Building Equipment and Home Appliances, PB 206717, 1971.
Table 14 shows the noise level ranges of typical construction equipment that might be
found at the project site.
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Table 14: Noise Level Ranges of Typical Construction Equipment
Equipment Type
dBA (1, 2)
Equipment Type
dBA (1, 2)
Back Hoe
73-95
Paver
85-88
Compressors
75-87
Pile Driving (peaks)
95-107
Concrete Mixers
75-88
Pneumatic Impact Equipment
83-88
Concrete Pumps
81-85
Pumps
68-72
Cranes (derrick)
86-89
Saws
72-82
Cranes (moveable)
75-88
Scraper/Grader
80-93
Front Loader
73-86
Tractor
77-98
Generators
71-83
Trucks
82-95
Jackhammers
81-98
Vibrator
68-82
Source: EPA, Noise from Construction Equipment and Operations, Building Equipment
and Home Appliances, PB 206717, 1971.
Notes
1. At 50’
2. Machinery equipped with noise control devices or other noise-reducing design
features does not generate the same level of emissions as that shown in this table.
The proposed project would likely result in temporary higher-than-average noise levels
in the general area of the project (i.e. pool, amphitheater, Building 825). But due to
distances of surrounding uses and days that the pool facilities are used or occupied,
noise impacts would have a minimal impact on them.
Construction of the proposed bathhouse and upgrade of the park area would increase
noise in the area, but would comply with the Bureau of Engineering Standard Project
Specifications for Public Works Construction. The Specifications are designed to comply
with the City’s General Plan Noise Element and Municipal Code Noise Ordinance.
Given that the proposed project would be implemented in accordance with these
requirements, significant adverse impacts to noise levels are not expected.
Compliance to the LAMC (Section 112.03 et seq. - Construction Noise and Section
41.40 - Noise Due To Construction Excavation Work – When Prohibited) should reduce
these impacts to a less-than-significant level. These code sections call for:
 Engaging in construction, repair, or excavation work with any construction type
device, or job-site delivering of construction materials without a Police
Commission permit;
 Between the hours of 9:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.;
 In any residential zone, or within 500 feet of land so occupied, before 8:00 a.m.
or after 6:00 p.m. on any Saturday, nor at any time on any Sunday;
 In a manner as to disturb the peace and quiet of neighboring residents or any
reasonable person of normal sensitiveness residing in the area.
Construction activities associated with the project could generate ground-borne
vibration from use of heavy equipment. These effects would be temporary and shortterm in nature and would comply with applicable noise standards. The project is not
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expected to substantially and permanently increase the ambient noise levels in the
project vicinity above levels existing without the proposed project. Construction activities
associated with the project would not create a substantial temporary or periodic
increase in the ambient noise levels in the project vicinity above levels existing without
the proposed project. The proposed project would likely result in temporary higher-thanaverage noise levels in the local community during construction.
M. Population and Housing
Initial screening determined that the proposed project would result in no impact with
respect to population and housing (Please refer to Appendix A). No increase in
population or construction of housing would occur as a result of this project.
The project would improve recreational opportunities in the community area. The
proposed project would not displace any housing. Population and housing density is
managed by the City’s land use and planning designations and building codes. The
proposed project would not involve changing the City’s land use and planning
designations to a more intense use and therefore would not induce substantial
population growth.
N. Public Services
Initial screening determined that the proposed project would cause no impact with
respect to public services. (Please refer to Appendix A).
Emergency Service Providers
Fire Services are provided by Station 48 (1601 South Grand Avenue, San Pedro, CA:
Battalion 6, Division 1). This station is assigned an Assessment Engine, Light Force (an
Engine and a Truck), Rescue Ambulance, and a Hazardous Materials Squad. The Fire
Station is located approximately 1.7 miles from the project site, well within the response
distance for the type of equipment at the Station.
Police Services are provided by the Harbor Station (2175 John S. Gibson Blvd. San
Pedro, CA 90731: South Bureau). The site is served by a Basic Car, in beat 5A85. The
Police Station is located approximately 4.9 miles from the project site, though the local
beat car would be located in nearer proximity to the project site in case there is an
emergency.
Other Service Providers
The project area is located in the Bureau of Engineering’s Harbor Division; Bureau of
Sanitation’s South District and South Los Angeles Collection District; Bureau of Street
Service’s Maintenance District – 101; Department of Building and Safety’s San Pedro
Office, Industrial Waste Management District’s Harbor District; Department of
Transportation’s Engineering District’s Southern District; and Department of
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Transportation’s Central Maintenance District.
The proposed project would not result in an increase in population or housing and thus
would not generate a need for new or altered fire protection, police facilities, or other
uses. The proposed project would not be considered a fire hazard and would not
exceed the capacity of the Los Angeles Fire Department to serve the site or other areas
with existing fire protection services. The nearest local fire and police responders would
be notified, as appropriate, of traffic control plans during construction so as to
coordinate emergency response routing during construction work. The proposed project
is not growth-inducing, either directly or indirectly, and would therefore not increase the
demand for schools, libraries, or other public services in the Community area
O. Recreation
Initial screening determined that the proposed project would result in no impact with
respect to recreation (Please refer to Appendix A).
The project would improve recreational opportunities in the community. The project
would not involve the construction of housing, and therefore would not increase the
usage of existing recreational facilities or require the construction of new recreational
facilities. The proposed project would not cause a substantial employment or population
increase, nor would the project displace current users of recreation facilities. The
proposed project would not have an adverse effect on the environment. The pool and
amphitheater current exist and would be restored. The bathhouse would be constructed
in an area that is already been disturbed.
P. Transportation/Traffic
Initial screening determined that the proposed project would cause less-than-significant
impacts to Transportation/Traffic with the incorporation of mitigation measures. (Please
refer to Appendix A).
The following is a summary of a report titled Traffic Study for the Gaffey Pool Project,
conducted by Fehr and Peers, submitted October 2013. The full report can be found in
Appendix G
Existing Conditions - This section presents a description of existing roadways and traffic
conditions in the study area. The assessment of conditions relevant to this study
includes an inventory of the street and highway systems, traffic volumes on these
facilities, and operating conditions at key intersections.
Existing Highway and Street System - The project site is in the San Pedro community of
the City of Los Angeles. Primary regional access to the project area is provided by the
Harbor Freeway (I-110), which terminates at Gaffey Street approximately four miles
north of the project site. Local access to the project site is provided by a well-defined
grid of arterial and collector roads. The primary roadway facilities in the project study
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area are:
1. Gaffey Street – Gaffey Street is classified as a Major Class II Highway that runs
north/south in the study area. In the vicinity of the project site it provides two travel
lanes and provides a connection for local and regional travel from southern San
Pedro to other parts of Los Angeles. On the east side of Gaffey Street (southerly of
32nd Street) the area is residential in character; south of 32 nd Street the west side of
the street adjoins Angels Gate Park. The Draft San Pedro Community Plan proposes
to downgrade the portion of Gaffey Street between 25th Street and Shephard Street
to a Secondary Arterial.
2. 32nd Street and Barlow Saxton Road – 32nd Street is a local street that runs east/west
from Gaffey Street to Pacific Avenue. It provides one travel lane with parking in each
direction. Adjacent land uses are primarily residential. West of Gaffey Street, 32 nd
Street aligns with Barlow Saxton Road, an internal roadway within Angels Gate Park
which also provides secondary access to the Olguin Campus of San Pedro High
School. A traffic signal controls operations at 32nd Street/Barlow Saxton Road &
Gaffey Street, and marked school crosswalks are present on the north, east and
west legs.
3. 36th Street and Leavenworth Drive – 36th Street is a local residential street that runs
east/west from Gaffey Street to Pacific Avenue. It provides one travel lane with
parking in each direction. West of Gaffey Street, and offset somewhat is
Leavenworth Drive, an internal roadway within Angels Gate Park which would
provide primary vehicular access to the Gaffey Street Pool project. The intersection
of 36th Street/Leavenworth Drive & Gaffey Street is controlled by stop signs on the
minor (east-west) approaches.
Access to the pool area from Gaffey Street is through two (2) routes. The first route
would be from Gaffey Street, enter the park at Leavenworth Drive, and then turn right
onto Larry Marriam Road to the parking area. The second route would be from Gaffey
Street, entering the park at Barlow Saxton Road (if gate open), then onto Osgood Farley
Road, then onto NCO Road, then on to Larry Marriam Road to the parking area.
Existing lane configurations at the analyzed intersections are shown in the level of
service worksheets in Appendix C of the Traffic Study for the Gaffey Pool Project
Prepared by Fehr & Peers (October 2013).
Existing Transit Service - The project study area is served by bus transit lines operated
by the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro). One transit
route provides service in the project vicinity, Metro Line 246. Line 246 travels between
the Harbor Gateway Transit Center and southern San Pedro (Paseo del Mar & Almeria
Street), generally along Avalon Boulevard, John S. Gibson Boulevard, Pacific Avenue
and Paseo del Mar. This line provides service from approximately 6:00 AM to 7:00 PM
seven days a week, with headways of approximately 30 to 60 minutes. Pacific Avenue
is approximately 1,800 walking feet east of Gaffey Street at 33rd Street (Gaffey St, north
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to 32nd St, east to Pacific Ave).
Existing Traffic Volumes and Levels of Service - This section presents the existing peak
hour turning movement traffic volumes for the analyzed intersections, describes the
methodology used to assess the traffic conditions at each intersection, and analyzes the
resulting operating conditions at each, indicating volume-to-capacity (V/C) ratios and
level of service (LOS).
Existing Traffic Volumes - New traffic counts were conducted for the weekday afternoon
peak period (between 3:00 and 6:00 PM) in June 2013 while school was in normal
session. Traffic count data sheets are provided in Appendix A of the Traffic Study for the
Gaffey Street Pool Project Prepared by Fehr & Peers (October 2013). The existing
weekday afternoon peak hour traffic volumes at the analyzed intersections are
presented in Appendix B of the Traffic Study for the Gaffey Street Pool Project Prepared
by Fehr & Peers (October 2013).
Level of Service Methodology - LOS is a qualitative measure used to describe the
condition of traffic flow, ranging from excellent “free flow” conditions at LOS A to
overloaded “stop-and-go” conditions at LOS F. LOS D is typically considered to be the
minimum desirable level of service in urban areas. According to Traffic Study Policies
and Procedures (LADOT, June 2013), this study is required to use the Critical
Movement Analysis (CMA) method of intersection capacity calculation (Transportation
Research Circular No. 212, Transportation Research Board, 1980) to analyze the LOS
at signalized intersections, including the signalized intersection of 32nd Street/Barlow
Saxton Road & Gaffey Street. The CMA methodology determines the V/C ratio of an
intersection based on the number of approach lanes, the traffic signal phasing and the
traffic volumes. The signalized study intersection is by the City’s Automated Traffic
Surveillance and Control (ATSAC) system and, in accordance with LADOT procedures;
a capacity increase of 7% was applied to reflect the benefits of ATSAC. The CMA
worksheet developed by LADOT was used to implement the CMA methodology in this
study. The V/C ratio is then used to find the corresponding LOS based on the definitions
in Table 15.
Table 15: Level of Service Definitions for Signalized Intersections
Level of Intersection Capacity
Definition
Service
Utilization
Excellent - No Vehicle waits longer than one red light
A
0.000-0.600
and no approach phase is fully used.
Very Good - . An occasional approach phase is fully
utilized; many drivers begin to feel somewhat
B
0.601-0.700
restricted within groups of vehicles.

C

0.701-0.800
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Table 15: Level of Service Definitions for Signalized Intersections
Level of Intersection Capacity
Definition
Service
Utilization

D

0.801-0.900

Fair - Delays may be substantial during portions of
the rush hours, but enough lower volume periods
occur to permit clearing of developing lines,
preventing excessive backups.

Poor - Represents the most vehicles intersection
approaches can accommodate; may be long lines of
waiting vehicles through several signal cycles.
Failure - Backups from nearby locations or on cross
streets may restrict or prevent movement of vehicles
F
> 1.000
out of the intersection approaches. Tremendous
delays with continuously increasing queue lengths.
Source: Transportation Research Circular No. 212, Interim Materials on Highway
Capacity, Transportation Research Board, 1980.
E

0.901-1.000

The “Two-Way Stop-Controlled” methodology from Highway Capacity Manual was used
to determine the average vehicle control delay (in seconds) for the two-way stopcontrolled study intersection 36th Street/Leavenworth Drive & Gaffey Street. The twoway stop-controlled methodology relates intersection LOS to the delay experienced by
the most constrained approach (i.e., either the northbound or southbound left turns or
the eastbound or westbound approaches), rather than to the intersection as a whole.
The corresponding levels of service are defined by the list in Table 16.
Table 16: Level of Service Definitions
for Stop-Controlled Intersections
Level of Service
Intersection Capacity Utilization
A
<10.0
B
> 10.0 and < 15.0
C
> 15.0 and < 25.0
D
> 25.0 and < 35.0
E
> 35.0 and < 50.0
F
> 50.0
Source: Highway Capacity Manual, Transportation Research Board, 2000.
Existing Peak Hour Levels of Service - The existing weekday peak hour turning
movement volumes presented in Appendix B were used in conjunction with the LOS
methodology described above to determine existing operating conditions at each of the
study intersections. LOS calculation worksheets are included in Appendix C of the
Traffic Study for the Gaffey Street Pool Project Prepared by Fehr & Peers (October
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2013).
Table 17 summarizes the existing weekday afternoon peak hour V/C ratio and delay
and corresponding LOS at the study intersections. The results of this analysis indicate
that both of the two intersections are currently operating at good levels of service (LOS
A) in the afternoon peak hour.
Table 17: Existing and Existing Plus Project Intersection Level of Service Analysis
Existing Plus
Existing
Project Significant
Project
Peak
Intersection
Increase
Project
Hour V/C or
V/C or
In V/C
Impact
LOS
LOS
Delay
Delay
Gaffey Street at
Barlow Sexton Rd / PM
0.113
A
0.129
A
0.016
NO
32nd Street (1)
Gaffey Street at
Leavenworth Drive./ PM
9.9
B
10.2
B
0.3
NO
36th Street
1. Intersection is currently operating under ATSAC System; a 7% ATSAC/ATCS credit
was applied. The Automated Traffic Surveillance and Control (ATSAC) System is the
centralized traffic control center for the City of Los Angeles. The system provides realtime monitoring and adjustment of signal timing for nearly 4,400 signalized intersections
citywide. The Adaptive Traffic Control System (ATCS) is a personal computer based
traffic signal control program which provides fully automated traffic responsive signal
control based on prevailing real-time traffic conditions.
Traffic Projections
Project Traffic Volumes - Development of traffic estimates for the proposed project
involved a three-step process including traffic generation, trip distribution, and traffic
assignment.
Project Traffic Generation - The number of person trips generated was estimated based
on the expected use of the pool, including the types of programs and number of users.
Information was provided by the City of Los Angeles Department of Recreation and
Parks on the actual level of utilization at Westchester Park Pool (the most comparablylocated seasonal pools, as they both lie within the coastal zone) and Peck Park Pool
(the nearest City pool to the Gaffey Street Pool). In 2012, July was the busiest month at
both of these pools, with an average of approximately 150-200 persons per day.
Average daily attendance in August at Westchester Park Pool and Peck Park Pool was
approximately 120-140 persons. The Gaffey Street Pool would be used by all ages for
activities such as swim lessons, diving lessons, recreational swimming, synchronized
swimming, water polo and junior lifeguard training. Total peak daily attendance at the
Gaffey Street Pool was estimated at twice the average attendance at Westchester Pool
during the busiest month, July. The vehicular trip generation estimate was derived from
the number of person trips and assumed average vehicle occupancy of 2.0 persons per
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vehicle, based on observations at the Westchester Pool. Some pool users would travel
by bicycle or walk from the surrounding neighborhood. The proposed stairway and
handicapped access ramp would provide the most direct route for pedestrians to reach
the pool. The swim facility-generated vehicular traffic was used to develop a peak hour
for analysis of the afternoon peak hour of adjacent street traffic. Since vehicular trips
generated on a weekend typically do not create a significant impact, only weekday
volumes were analyzed. The Gaffey Street Pool would be open from June through
September (Labor Day or shortly thereafter), which overlaps somewhat with the normal
academic year for public schools in this area. To provide a conservative analysis of
potential traffic impacts, the traffic analysis combines the estimated trip generation of
the Gaffey Street Pool during its peak month (July) and the weekday background traffic
levels during the normal school year. As shown in Table 18 (Table 4 of Traffic Study for
the Gaffey Pool Project prepared by Fehr & Peers), the project is projected to generate
a total of approximately 364 vehicle trips on a peak summer weekday, including
approximately 70 trips during the PM peak hour (35 inbound, 35 outbound). Table 18
shows estimated persons present and trip generation estimates for various times during
the day for the Gaffey Street Pool, during the summer months.
Project Traffic Distribution - The geographic distribution of trips generated by the
proposed project is dependent on characteristics of the street system serving the site,
the level of accessibility of routes to and from the proposed project site, and the
geographic distribution of population from which swimmers would be drawn. The trip
distribution pattern used in this study was developed in consultation with LADOT and is
based in part on the population density illustrated in Figure 3 of the Traffic Study for the
Gaffey Pool Project prepared by Fehr & Peers. This includes the following trip
distribution by cardinal directions:
• To/from north: 50%
• To/from south: 20%
• To/from east: 10%
• To/from west: 10%
Project Traffic Assignment - The trip generation estimates summarized in Table 18 and
the distribution pattern described above were used to assign the project-generated
traffic to the study intersections. Estimated project-generated afternoon peak hour traffic
volumes at the analyzed intersections during a typical weekday are illustrated in
Appendix B of the Traffic Study for the Gaffey Pool Project prepared by Fehr & Peers.
Existing plus Project Traffic Projections - The proposed project traffic volumes were
added to the 2013 baseline traffic counts to develop the Existing plus Project traffic
volumes. Appendix B of the Traffic Study for the Gaffey Pool Project prepared by Fehr &
Peers, illustrates the resulting projected Existing plus Project peak hour traffic volumes
for a typical weekday PM peak hour.
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Table 18 Estimated Persons present and Trip Generation Estimates for Time of Day – Summer weekday – Gaffey Pool
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Future Base Traffic Volumes - The future base traffic projections reflect the changes to
existing traffic conditions that can be expected from three primary sources. The first
source is the ambient growth in traffic, which reflects increases in traffic because of
regional growth and development. The second source is traffic generated by specific
development projects located within, or in the vicinity of, the study area. The third
source is roadway or intersection capacity enhancements. These factors are described
below.
Areawide Traffic Growth - Based on discussions with LADOT, it was determined that an
ambient growth factor of 1.0% per year should be applied to adjust the existing base
year traffic volumes to reflect the effects of regional growth and development for the
2016 project opening year. This adjustment was applied to the base Year 2013 traffic
volume data to reflect the effect of ambient growth of 3.0% in Year 2016.
Related Project Traffic Generation and Assignment - Future base traffic forecasts
include the effects of specific cumulative development projects, also called related
projects, expected to be built in the vicinity of the proposed project site prior to the
proposed project’s future year of 2016. Following coordination with the Los Angeles
Departments of Transportation and City Planning, one related project was identified in
the vicinity of the study area.
The related project is City Dock #1 project, located at Berths 56-60 and 70-71 within the
Port of Los Angeles, approximately 1.5 miles from the project site. In 2016, that project
is forecast to generate a total of 1,046 daily trips, including 96 in the PM peak hour (22
inbound, 74 outbound). A review of the trip assignment in the traffic study for that
project shows that three southbound trips and one northbound trip were estimated to
travel on Gaffey Street near the site of the proposed Gaffey Street Pool. These volumes
were added to the Existing volumes after calculating ambient growth through 2016.
Future Baseline Street Improvements - There are currently no planned street
improvements at the study locations that are scheduled to be in place by 2016.
Traffic Assignment - Using the estimated trip generation and trip distribution patterns
described above, traffic generated by the related projects was assigned to the street
network.
Future Base and Future Base plus Project Traffic Projections - Appendix B illustrates
the future base for the Year 2016 at the analyzed intersections for weekday afternoon
peak hour. The future base traffic conditions represent an estimate of future conditions
without development of the proposed project. The proposed project traffic volumes were
then added to the future base traffic projections to develop the future plus project traffic
forecasts for the opening year 2016 scenario. These volumes are illustrated in Appendix
B of the Traffic Study for the Gaffey Pool Project prepared by Fehr & Peers.
Level of Service and Significant Impact Analysis - This section presents an analysis of
the existing and future, without and with project volumes to determine the potential
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traffic impacts of the proposed project on the operating conditions of the surrounding
street system. The traffic impact analysis compares the projected LOS at each study
intersection under Existing and Future plus Project conditions to the Existing and Future
Base conditions to estimate the incremental increase in the V/C ratio caused by the
proposed project. This provides the information needed to assess the potential impact
of the project using significance criteria established by LADOT. Detailed LOS
calculations for the proposed project for Existing plus Project and future year 2016 are
included in Appendix C of the Traffic Study for the Gaffey Pool Project prepared by Fehr
& Peers.
Criteria for Determination of Significant Traffic Impact - All study intersections are in the
City of Los Angeles. Significance criteria established by the City of Los Angeles was
used to assess the potential for significant project impacts at the study intersections.
The City of Los Angeles has established threshold criteria to determine significant traffic
impact of a proposed project in its jurisdiction. Under the LADOT guidelines, an
intersection would be significantly impacted with an increase in V/C ratio equal to or
greater than 0.04, or an increase of 6.0 seconds in delay for intersections projected to
operate at LOS C after the addition of project traffic. Stricter thresholds of significance
apply to intersections projected to operate at LOS D, E or F after the addition of project
traffic. Intersections operating at LOS A or B after the addition of the project traffic are
not considered significantly impacted regardless of the project related increase in V/C
ratio or delay.
The following summarizes the impact criteria:
LOS Final V/C Ratio Project-related Increase in V/C
C >0.700 - 0.800 equal to or greater than 0.040
D >0.800 - 0.900 equal to or greater than 0.020
E or F >0.900 equal to or greater than 0.010
LOS Final Delay Project-related Increase in V/C
C >20 - 35 equal to or greater than 6.0 seconds
D >35 - 55 equal to or greater than 4.0 seconds
E >55 - 80 equal to or greater than 2.5 seconds
F >80 equal to or greater than 2.5 seconds
Level of Service Analysis
Existing plus Project Traffic Conditions - The resulting Existing plus Project peak hour
traffic volumes, illustrated in Appendix B of the Traffic Study for the Gaffey Pool Project
prepared by Fehr & Peers, were analyzed to determine the projected existing operating
conditions with the addition of the proposed project traffic. The results of the Existing
plus Project analysis are presented in Table 3 of the Traffic Study for the Gaffey Pool
Project prepared by Fehr & Peers. As indicated in the table, the two intersections are
projected to continue operating at good levels of service during the PM peak hour.
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Project Intersection Impacts – Existing plus Project - To determine whether significant
impacts would occur at the study intersections, the Existing plus Project operating
conditions were compared to the existing operating conditions. As shown in Table 19,
using the City of Los Angeles criteria for determination of significant impact, under
Existing plus Project conditions, the proposed project would not result in any significant
impacts.
Future Base (Year 2016) Traffic Conditions - The 2016 cumulative and cumulative plus
project peak hour traffic volumes illustrated in Appendix B were analyzed to determine
the projected future operating conditions without and with the addition of the proposed
project traffic. As indicated in Table 5 of the traffic study (Appendix G), both study
intersections are projected to continue operating at good levels of service during the PM
peak hour.
Project Intersection Impacts Year 2016 - To determine whether significant impacts
would occur at the study intersections, the 2016 plus project operating conditions were
compared to the 2016 base operating conditions. As shown in Table 19, using the City
of Los Angeles criteria for determination of significant impacts, the proposed project
would not result in any significant impacts.
Intersection Mitigation Measures - The aforementioned traffic impact analysis
determined that the proposed project would not result in any significant traffic impacts.
As such, no mitigation measures are needed.
Congestion Management Program Analysis - This chapter presents the regional
transportation system impact analysis conducted in accordance with the procedures
outlined in 2010 Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles County.
Table 19: 2016 Plus Project Intersection Level of Service Analysis
Existing Plus
Existing
Project
Project
Peak
Significant
Intersection
Increase
Hour V/C or
Impact
V/C or
LOS
LOS In V/C
Delay
Delay
Gaffey St/Barlow Sexton
PM
0.181
A
0.205
A
0.024
NO
Rd (32nd St) (1)
Gaffey St/Leavenworth Dr.
PM 10.000
B
10.200
B
0.200
NO
(36th St)
1. Intersection is currently operating under ATSAC System; a 7% ATSAC/ATCS credit
was applied
Regional Traffic Impact Analysis - The CMP guidelines require that the first issue to be
addressed is the determination of the geographic scope of the study area. The criteria
for determining the study area for CMP arterial monitoring intersections and for freeway
monitoring locations are:
1. All CMP arterial monitoring intersections where the proposed project would add 50 or
more trips during either the AM or PM peak hours of adjacent street traffic.
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2. All CMP mainline freeway monitoring locations where the proposed project would add
150 or more trips, in either direction, during either the AM or PM peak hours. The
CMP traffic impact analysis guidelines establish that a significant project impact
occurs when the following threshold is exceeded:
3. The proposed project increases traffic demand on a CMP facility by 2% of capacity
(V/C 0.02), causing LOS F (V/C > 1.00).
4. If the facility is already at LOS F, a significant impact occurs when the proposed
project increases traffic demand on a CMP facility by 2% of capacity (V/C 0.02).
Arterial Monitoring Station Analysis - The CMP arterial monitoring stations nearest to
the project study area include: Gaffey Street at Ninth Street and Western Avenue at
Ninth Street. According to the incremental project trip generation estimates developed in
Chapter 3 and the project only traffic volumes illustrated in Appendix B, the proposed
project is not expected to add sufficient new traffic to exceed the analysis criteria at
these locations. No further analysis of CMP arterial intersections is required and CMP
arterial intersection impacts are considered to be less-than-significant.
Freeway Mainline Monitoring Station Analysis - This section presents an analysis of
potential project impacts on the regional transportation system. This analysis was
conducted in accordance with the transportation impact analysis procedures outlined in
the CMP. The CMP mainline freeway monitoring location nearest to the project site is I110 at C Street. The project’s total estimated trip generation is less than 150 trips in any
peak hour, thus the project would add fewer than 150 vehicle trips through these arterial
monitoring stations. No further analysis of CMP arterial intersections is required and
CMP arterial intersection impacts are considered to be less-than-significant.
Regional Transit Impact Analysis - Potential increases in transit person trips generated
by the proposed project were estimated as follows.
Section B.8.4 of the CMP provides a methodology for estimating the number of transit
trips expected to result from a proposed project based on the projected number of
vehicle trips. The CMP requires that the transit impact analysis include local services
within ¼ mile of the project and express bus and rail routes within two miles of the
project. Potential increases in transit person trips generated by the proposed project
were evaluated based on the CMP methodology. This methodology assumes an
Average Vehicle Ridership (AVR) factor of 1.4 to estimate the number of person trips to
and from the project and then provides guidance regarding the percent of person trips
assigned to public transit depending on the type of use (commercial/other; residential)
and its proximity to transit services. There is one fixed-route transit line (Metro 246)
within ¼ mile of the project area. Assuming an average bus seating capacity of 30 to 40
seats, the total number of seats during peak hours can range from 60 to 80.
The proposed project could generate as many as 70 trips during a weekday PM peak
hour. Multiplying the weekday PM peak hour trips by an AVR of 1.4 estimates that the
proposed project could generate a total of 98 person trips. Based on parameters in the
CMP, a factor of 3.5% was applied to person trips generated to estimate transit trips.
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The project may therefore generate approximately four or fewer transit trips in the peak
hour.
The CMP does not have a threshold for determining the significance of impacts on the
transit system, however, at these levels, project-related impacts on the regional transit
system would not be considered significant.
Summary and Conclusions – The traffic study was undertaken to analyze the potential
for traffic impacts resulting from the proposed improvements to the existing Gaffey
Street Pool in the San Pedro community of Los Angeles, California. The key findings
and conclusions of the study are summarized below:
1. The proposed project would restore an existing outdoor swimming pool and re-open it
for public use as one of the seasonal pools operated by the Department of
Recreation and Parks from June to September. Improvements would also be made
to the concrete seating area and changing rooms. Parking would be provided west
of the existing pool.
2. Vehicular traffic would reach the site primarily from Gaffey Street and Leavenworth
Drive or Osgood Farley Road. Access would also be available from Alma Street
west of the site. Pedestrian access is proposed to be provided along those routes
and also by a staircase and handicapped accessible ramp to Gaffey Street at 33rd
Street. A stairway was located there when the pool was formerly in public use and a
crosswalk on Gaffey Street was present at 33rd Street to facilitate pedestrian
crossings.
3. The project is estimated to generate a total of approximately 364 daily vehicle trips,
including approximately 70 trips in the PM peak hour.
4. Detailed intersection capacity and operation analyses were conducted at two
intersections in the vicinity of the project site for the weekday afternoon peak hour
(between 3:00 to 6:00 PM). Both intersections are operating at good levels of service
(LOS A and B). Potential traffic impacts were assessed against Existing conditions
and against Cumulative (2016) conditions and it was determined that the project
would result in less-than-significant impacts, based on the City’s significant impact
criteria. Impacts to CMP roadway and transit facilities were also found to be lessthan-significant.
City 2010 Bicycle Plan - Los Angeles Department of City Planning 2010 Bicycle Plan
(Adopted March 1, 2011) has designated Gaffey Street as a Bike Friendly Street (BFS)
from 22nd Street to 36th Street. A BFS is defined as a Bicycle Route (Class III facility)
that would include at least two engineering street calming treatments in addition to
signage and shared lane markings. A Bicycle Route is a shared roadway specifically
identified for use by bicyclists, providing a superior route based on traffic volumes and
speeds, street width, directness, and/or cross-street priority, denoted by signs only.
Gaffey Street is also identified as being part of the City’s Backbone Bikeway Network.
Mitigation Measure - The project proposes to construct stair access, sidewalk, street
lights, and access ramp along the west wide of Gaffey Street at 33rd Street. Per LADOT
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recommendation, upon the completion of these improvements, the project manager
shall consult with City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation’s (LADOT)
Southern District Office on the feasibility of installing additional traffic controls to
improve pedestrian safety at the intersection of Gaffey Street and 33rd Street.
Mitigation Measure – Per LADOT recommendation, a construction work site traffic
control plan shall be submitted to the LADOT’s Southern District Office for review and
approval prior to the start of any construction work. The plan shall show the location of
any roadway or sidewalk closures, traffic detours, haul routes, hours of operation,
protective devices, warning signs and access to abutting properties. LADOT also
recommends that construction related traffic be restricted to off-peak hours. This
recommendation shall be incorporated into the plan as feasible.
Traffic may be affected temporarily due to construction activities. Once constructed, the
project would not cause a significant increase in traffic. The project would not conflict
with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy establishing measures of effectiveness for
the performance of the circulation system, taking into account all modes of
transportation including mass transit and non-motorized travel and relevant components
of the circulation system, (i.e., intersection, streets, highways and freeways, pedestrian
and bicycle paths, etc.) and mass transit The project would not conflict with an
applicable congestion management program, including, but not limited to level of
service standards and travel demand measures, or other standards established by the
county congestion management agency for designated roads or highways. The project
would not cause a change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in traffic
levels or a change in location that result in substantial safety risks. The project is
compatible with the land use and would not include any design features that would
result in a safety hazard to pedestrians, personnel, visitors, or nearby neighbors. The
proposed project does not propose any permanent changes to the surrounding street
system and would not introduce incompatible vehicles to surrounding roadways.
Temporary traffic control elements would be subject to review, including safety, and
approval by Los Angeles Department of Transportation. The proposed project would not
conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs supporting alternative transportation
(i.e., public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities) or otherwise decrease the
performance or safety of such facilities.
Q. Utilities and Service Systems
Initial screening determined that the proposed project would result in less-thansignificant impacts with respect to utilities and service systems (Please refer to
Appendix A). Existing utilities and services are capable of meeting the needs of the
proposed project without overwhelming infrastructure capacity.
Most of the utilities located at and around the project area date back to the time when
the property was under to control of the United States Army and where installed in the
1930’s and 1940’s. Location of these utilities as well as the infrastructure size and
capabilities are not well known.
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Electricity - The project site is located within the service area of LADWP, which
maintains twelve (12) generating and distribution substations throughout the greater Los
Angeles area. LADWP supplies electricity generated from a mix of renewable energy;
hydro, gas-fired, coal-fired, and nuclear generation; and, purchases from other suppliers
in the west. The industrial power stations closest to the project site are the Harbor
Generating Station and North Wilmington Station. Overall, LADWP supplies more than
22 million kilowatt (kW) hours of electricity per year to the city’s 1.4 million electric
customers (LADWP 2011c). LADWP has adequate generation to serve the current
customer load. LADWP has produced its Integrated Resources Plan (IRP), which
anticipates load growth and includes plans for new generating capacity or demand side
management programs to meet load requirements for future customers. The effect of
the recent recession reduced electricity consumption by approximately 4 percent in
2009 and 2010. However, the growth in annual peak demand over the next 20 years is
estimated to be about 1.3 percent, or approximately 100 megawatts (MW) per year.
Currently, LADWP has a total generating capacity of about 7,197 MW per day to serve
a peak Los Angeles demand of about 6,142 MW. Through the IRP and LADWP’s
current generating capacity, LADWP has adequate generation to serve the current
customer load (LA Harbor Master Plan DEIR).
Fire Hydrants - Fire hydrants can be found on Gaffey Street, at its intersection with 32 nd,
33rd, and 34th Streets. As directed by the Los Angeles Fire Department, fire hydrant (s)
may be needed within the project site. Sufficient water pressure and flows exist near the
project location to permit installation of these fire hydrants.
Natural Gas - Southern California Gas Company provides natural gas to the project
area. As a public utility, SCGC is under the jurisdiction of the California Public Utilities
Commission and can be affected by actions of federal regulatory agencies. California’s
natural gas demand, in general, is expected to decrease by -0.25 percent per year from
2012 to 2030. This forecasted decline is due to a combination of annual growth in
Natural Gas Vehicles, Enhanced Oil Recovery, and Wholesale markets which is offset
by declines in all other market segments: residential, commercial, electric generation,
and, industrial markets. California’s existing gas supply is regionally diverse (the
southwestern U.S., the Rocky Mountains, and Canada) and includes supplies from onand offshore sources. Additionally, in 2008 the Energia Costa Azul Liquefied Natural
Gas receiving terminal in Baja California became another source of supply for California
(California Gas and Electric Utilities 2012). The gas demand projections for southern
California are determined in large part by the long-term economic outlook for SCGC’s
service territory. As of mid-2012, southern California’s economy is slowly climbing out of
its most severe slump since the 1930s. Demand is expected to be virtually flat for the
next 21 years because of modest economic growth, CPUC mandated demand-side
management and renewable electricity goals, decline in commercial and industrial
demand, continued increased use of non-utility pipeline systems by enhanced oil
recovery customers, and savings linked to advanced metering modules. The 2012
California Gas Report estimates the total annual gas supply taken by SCGC to be 2,673
million cubic feet per day (MMcf/day) in 2012, 2,615 MMcf/day in 2015 and 2,619
MMcf/day in 2030. The report predicts the total capacity available to the SCGC to
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remain constant at 3,875 MMcf/day through 2030 (California Gas and Electric Utilities
2012). (LA Harbor Master Plan DEIR). A new service line would be installed to serve the
pool’s water heating system and the Bathhouse.
Solid Waste - Existing development within and around the project area primarily
generates solid wastes (e.g., food and beverage containers, paper products, and other
miscellaneous personal trash). All solid waste generated by existing development must
comply with federal, state, and local regulations and codes pertaining to nonhazardous
and hazardous solid waste disposal. The Bureau of Sanitation provides solid waste
collection and disposal services for the project area. Currently, nonhazardous solid
waste generated in the project area is disposed of at the Sunshine Canyon Landfill or
Chiquita Canyon Sanitary Landfill depending on the daily capacities and hours of
operation.
Sunshine Canyon City/County Landfill is located in Sylmar, California. Sunshine Canyon
has a maximum allotted throughput of 12,100 tons per day, with 5,500 tons per day for
city use and 6,600 for county use. Sunshine Canyon has a remaining capacity of
112,300,000 cubic yards and an operation cease date of December 31, 2037. The
waste types accepted at this facility include construction and demolition debris, green
materials, industrial, inert, and mixed municipal. Chiquita Canyon Sanitary Landfill is
located in Castaic, California. This facility has a maximum permitted throughput of 6,000
tons per day. The remaining capacity was 29,300,000 cubic yards as of November 23,
2006, and has an estimated closure date of 2019. The waste types accepted at this
facility include mixed municipal, green waste, construction and demolition debris.
Two transfer stations serve the San Pedro area: the Falcon Refuse Center in the
Wilmington Community and the Southeast Resource Recovery Facility in the City of
Long Beach. The Falcon Refuse Center receives an average of 1,850 tons per day. The
permitted capacity of this facility is 3,500 tons per day. The center accepts solid waste
from construction and demolition activities, as well as industrial and mixed municipal
sources. The Southeast Resource Recovery Facility is not open to the public and only
pre-approved and pre-registered licensed waste haulers may use the facility. The facility
accepts only nonhazardous municipal solid waste. Currently the maximum daily
permitted tonnage is 1,380 tons per day.
Solid Waste - Construction Demolition - On March 5, 2010, the City Council approved
Council File 09-3029 pertaining to a Citywide Construction and Demolition (C&D) Waste
Recycling Ordinance that requires ALL mixed C&D waste generated within City limits be
taken to City certified C&D waste processors. The Bureau of Sanitation (BOS) is
responsible for this new C&D waste recycling policy that is effective January 1, 2011. All
haulers and contractors responsible for handling C&D waste must obtain a Private Solid
Waste Hauler Permit from BOS prior to collecting, hauling and transporting C&D waste
and C&D waste can only be taken to City Certified C&D Processing Facilities. Effective
January 1, 2011, non-compliance penalties of up to $5,000 would be assessed for every
load of C&D waste not taken to City certified processors. Also, C&D rebates would be
phased out; year one the C&D rebate would drop from $10 to $5 per ton and year two
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onward, there would be no rebates issued for C&D. Further, the Department of Building
& Safety would aid in facilitating implementation of this ordinance; Building & Safety
Building Permit applications would require contractors to either identify the Permitted
Private Solid Waste Hauler handling C&D waste for their City project or provide the
contractor’s own Private Solid Waste Hauler Permit should the contractor choose to
self-haul C&D waste.
Solid Waste Operation Time Frame – As shown in Table 20, this project should
generate approximately 2.3 tons of waste during the three-months it is in operation. This
is an average of approximately 50 pounds per day (0.025 tons). This is 0.000005
percent of the capacity of the Sunshine Canyon City/County Landfill. It is expected that
almost all of this waste is recyclable, so there should be limited impact to the Landfill.
Table 20: Solid Waste Generation (Operation)
Amphitheater
Generation
Office
Deck Area
Rates/Notes
Gen Rate (1)
0.003
0.006
lb./sq. ft./day
Area (2)
10,100
3,200
square feet
Rate/Day
30
19
lbs./day
Days Open
92
92
June 5 to Sept 5
Sub-Totals
2,788
1,766
lbs./season
Total
4,554
lbs./season
Total
2.28
Tons/season
Source: http://www.calrecycle.ca.gov/wastechar/wastegenrates/Institution.htm
Notes:
1. For open space/amphitheater used one-half of office rate (0.003)
2. Square footage of amphitheater and deck area (10,100) and building (3,200)
Storm Drainage/Flood Control - Storm drains are located throughout the area and are
maintained by the City of Los Angeles and Los Angeles County. Storm drains within the
area have sufficient capacity to accommodate current demands and are designed to
accommodate 10-year storm events. As development occurs, upgrades to existing
storm drainage systems are made as needed to accommodate storm water discharge
requirements in compliance with the local storm water ordinances. The local ordinances
are prepared in compliance with the Municipal Stormwater NPDES Permit and often
implemented through a Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan (SUSMP). These
11 regulations are described in Section 3.13.3.1, State Regulations, below. (LA Harbor
Master Plan DEIR).
On Gaffey Street at 31st Street there are storm drains and a twelve-inch (12”) line. Flows
on the easterly side of the project site (slope area) flow down to Gaffey Street, then
northerly where they are collected by the storm drains and lines. The project site is
located in Drainage Sub-area Basin Number 5101 (151 acres) and Sub-Area 510101
(55 acres).
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Review of as-built drawings, dated May 1972, shows a single six inch (6”) reinforced
concrete pipe (RCP) storm drain line that served an area on the easterly side of the
pool. This line drains to the northeast and into the City storm drain system. A new storm
drain line would be installed and would connect to the existing City storm drain system,
near Gaffey Street and 32nd Street.
Street Lighting – There are street lights on or adjacent to the project site. There are
street lights located along Gaffey Street and other streets within the park.
Waste Water – The project would be served by the Terminal Island Water Reclamation
Plant/Advanced Water Treatment Facilities. The facility is located approximately 2.75
miles northeast of the project site. The plant treats wastewater from over 130,000
people and 100 businesses in the heavily industrialized Los Angeles Harbor area,
including the communities of Wilmington, San Pedro, and a portion of Harbor City. The
Plant has an average daily flow of 17.5 million gallons per day (mgd), with a design of
30 mgd. It provides full secondary and tertiary treatment with up to 5 mgd advanced
water treatment capability. The plant has recently become the third Los Angeles
wastewater treatment plant to produce reclaimed water and one of the few plants in the
country that produce water using reverse osmosis. This exceptional quality water would
soon be used as a potable water replacement in Harbor area industrial applications and
as a barrier against seawater intrusion. The plant also produces biosolids and biogas for
beneficial reuse.
As shown in Table 21, the project is expected to generate approximately 458 gallons of
effluent per day during its operational season. This would be approximately 0.01% of
the daily capacity of the treatment facility. Review of as-built drawings, dated May 1972,
shows two sewer lines on either side of the pool. To the south and east is a six inch (6”)
vitrified clay pipe (VCP). To the north and west is an eight inch (8”) VCP. These lines
hook into an 8” VCP line in 32nd Street. The project would either tap into these lines or
new lines would be installed to connect to the existing sewer lines found in Gaffey
Street.
Table 21: Waste Water Generation (gal/day)
Amphitheater/Deck
Office
Ratio
Gen Rate (1)
20
80
gal/1000 sq. ft./day
Area
10,100
3,200
square feet
Rate/Day
202
256
gal/day
Days Open
92
92
June 5 to Sept 5
Sub-Totals
18,584
23,552
gal/season
Total
42,136
gal/season
Average/Day
458
Gal
Source: 2005 Urban Water Management Plan for Los Angeles
Department of Water & Power; City of Los Angeles Draft L.A. CEQA
Thresholds Guide (2006) Sewage Generation Factors
Notes: 1. from CEQA Thresholds
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Water -Water to the area is provided through the LADWP. There is a twelve-inch (12”)
distribution pipe located within Gaffey Street.
The LADWP is responsible for supplying, treating, and distributing water for domestic,
industrial, agricultural, and firefighting purposes within the City of Los Angeles. Water
sources utilized by LADWP consist of both local sources, such as wells and recycled
water (for non-potable uses), and imported water, including water obtained via the Los
Angeles Aqueducts and purchases from the Metropolitan Water District (MWD). MWD
imports water from the Colorado River via the Colorado River Aqueduct, from northern
California via the State Water Project’s California Aqueduct, and from various
groundwater sources.
The LADWP Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) estimates water demand and
supply through a 25-year outlook period. The UWMP assumes future development as
prescribed by the City of Los Angeles General Plan (City of Los Angeles 2012).
Development projects that are consistent with the General Plan’s land use designation
and planned densities are taken into account in the calculations used to predict water
demand for future years. Calculations are also based on assumptions regarding the
various supplies of water available and existing and projected levels of water
conservation. According to the 2010 UWMP, the average water demand for the LADWP
service area from 2005-2010 was 621,458 acre-feet per year (AFY). Total citywide
water demand with active water conservation is predicted to be 632,275 acre-feet in
2025 and 641,622 acre-feet in 2035. According to the 2010 UWMP, under wet, average,
and dry years throughout the 25-year projection period, LADWP’s supply portfolio is
expected to be reliable, with adequate supplies available to meet projected demands
through 2035. Any development project that meets the criteria for CWC Section
10912(a) would require a water supply assessment from LADPW. For the water supply
assessment, LADPW would evaluate the projected increase in water demands and
determine if there are sufficient water supplies to serve the project for the next 20 years.
The LADPW would base this assessment on their UWMP. In addition, LADWP requires
consultation with applicants, by means of a Service Advisory Request, to assess
whether the current infrastructure would be able to accommodate the increased water
demand based on fire flow requirements. If the Service Advisory Request determines
that current infrastructure would not support a project, LADWP requires that additional
infrastructure (i.e., water lines) be constructed at the applicant’s expense (LADWP
2011b). This consultation is done once all design plans are complete and would
typically take place after the CEQA process has concluded. Should any physical
improvements be needed, the impacts may need to be assessed in a subsequent
CEQA document (i.e., Addendum or Supplemental EIR). (LA Harbor Master Plan
DEIR).
As shown in Table 22, the project is expected to utilize approximately 4,580,665 gallons
of water each year. This is equivalent to 14.06 acre feet. This would be approximately
0.0023% of the yearly average demand for water in the City of Los Angeles. There is an
existing twelve inch (12”) asphaltic concrete (AC) water line in Gaffey Street. There are
water lines within the project area, but due to age of these lines, size, location, and
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materials are unknown. A new three inch (3”) domestic water line would be installed to
serve the project site.
Table 22: Estimated Water Needs
Amphitheater
Landscaping
Pool
Office
Deck
(1)
Evaporation
gal/1000 sq.
ft./day
Area
10,100
3,200
108,900
10,000
square feet
Rate/Day
237
301
12,079
335
gal/day
Days Open
92
92
365
365
(3)
Sub-Totals
21,836
27,674
4,408,904
122,252
gallons/year
Total
4,580,665
gallons/year
Total
14.06
Acre ft./year
Average
12,550
gallons/day
Source: 2005 Urban Water Management Plan for Los Angeles Department of Water &
Power; City of Los Angeles Draft L.A. CEQA Thresholds Guide (2006)
1. Water rate for landscaping 1.18 times that of office use
2. from CEQA Thresholds
3. 92 days of occupied pool and 273 unoccupied (365 total)
Gen Rate (2)

23.5

94

111

--

The project proposes the construction of new recreational facilities, the construction of
which would not cause significant environmental effects. The proposed project would
not use additional water or generate additional wastewater that would exceed existing
capacity. The storm water facilities in the area are adequate to serve the project area.
The proposed project would not increase the volume of storm water runoff. The City of
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power provides water to the project area and
vicinity. City standard for public works require demolition debris to be recycled where
feasible; therefore, impacts associated with construction debris would be less-thansignificant. After construction, the project would not generate significant amounts of
solid waste. The project would be designed, constructed and operated following all
applicable laws, regulations, ordinances and formally adopted City standards
R. Mandatory Findings of Significance
Based on the foregoing, it has been determined that:
The project does not have the potential to degrade the quality of the environment,
substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or animal
community, reduce the number or restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or
animal or eliminate important examples of the major periods of California history or
prehistory.
The project does not have impacts that are individually limited, but cumulatively
considerable. “Cumulatively considerable” means that the incremental effects of a
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project are considerable when viewed in connection with the effects of past projects, the
effects of other current projects, and the effects of probable future projects.
The project does not have the potential to achieve short-term environmental goals to the
disadvantage of long-term environmental goals.
The project does not have environmental effects that would cause substantial adverse
effects on human beings, either directly or indirectly.
V. MITIGATION MEASURES
The following table describes the mitigation measures that, if incorporated into the
project, would reduce an effect to less-than-significant and briefly explains how each
mitigation measure reduces the effect to a less-than-significant level (mitigation
measures from earlier analyses may be cross-referenced).
Table 23: Mitigation Measures
Impact/s
Measure
Description
Biological Resources
Disturbance of
BIO-01
Single, mature native shrub and tree specimens,
existing biological
such as toyon and sycamore, shall be preserved
resources, flora,
where possible. Landscaped areas shall be refauna, and/or
vegetated with a mixture of drought-tolerant and
habitat
low-water use species, including native plant
species as appropriate. This includes the
application of a hydro-seed mixture in surrounding
areas, for erosion control.
BIO-02
If vegetation removal occurs during bird nesting
season (generally February 15th through August
15th for most birds and January 31st through
September 1st for raptors), all trees to be removed
shall be surveyed by a qualified biologist within
three (3) days prior to removal. If nesting birds are
detected, then tree removal shall be postponed until
the fledglings have vacated the nest or the biologist
has determined that the nest has failed.
BIO-03
The Environmental Management Group shall review
the re-landscaping plan to insure compliance with
any applicable State or local coastal permit
conditions, or compliance with any City tree or
landscape ordinances.
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Impact/s
Cultural Resources
Disturbance of
existing cultural
resources. These
recommendations
would allow the
proposed
alterations to meet
the Secretary of the
Interior Standards,
which mean the
alterations would
have a less-thansignificant impact
on the resource for
the purposes of
CEQA.

Table 23: Mitigation Measures
Measure
Description

CUL-01

CUL-02

CUL-03

Gaffey Street Pool and Bathhouse

The proposed project would upgrade mechanical
equipment in the mechanical rooms make interior
changes as needed to accommodate larger filter
units and other equipment. The interiors of the
mechanical rooms do not contain any characterdefining features. Interior reconfiguration and
mechanical upgrades should not impair the
bathhouse’s historic integrity. If new mechanical
systems must protrude beyond exterior walls to
function, care shall be taken to avoid characterdefining features in those areas (including the
cornice, windows, and false vigas), and to obscure
the mass and visibility of the new materials in a way
that does not distract from the design.
The proposed project would add one or two doors to
the eastern elevation of the pool structure to provide
access to new partitions within the mechanical
rooms. This side is one of the secondary elevations
of the resource, and exterior changes made to it
would not necessarily impair the integrity of the
resource overall. However, the most appropriate
addition of new doors would retain characterdefining features on this wall to the extent possible.
Doors that aligned vertically with the existing
windows and false vigas would be in character with
the style of the building and respect the existing
design elements. The new doors shall be designed
and constructed in character with the style of the
building and respect existing contributing design
elements.
The study area is situated in a geographic location
that was ideal for prehistoric human occupation, and
it is situated atop native soil. It is possible that intact
archaeological deposits are present at subsurface
levels. As such a qualified archaeologist, working
under the direction of a qualified principal
investigator, shall be present to monitor all grounddisturbing activities. This is in addition to standard
archaeological mitigation measures to minimize
impacts to the unanticipated discovery of below
ground cultural resources and human remains.
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Impact/s

Table 23: Mitigation Measures
Measure
Description
CUL-04

CUL-05

Hazardous Materials
Disturbance of
hazardous
materials within
existing structures

HAZ-01

HAZ-02

Gaffey Street Pool and Bathhouse

All repairs and rehabilitation shall be conducted in
compliance with the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards for Rehabilitation.
During construction activities, removal of graffiti
shall be conducted in compliance with the United
States Department of Interior, National Park Service
Preservation Brief Number 38 – “Removing Graffiti
from
Historic
Masonry.’
(http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/38remove-graffiti.htm)
Due to the potential hazards of exposure, an
Asbestos Management Program (AMP) shall be
prepared and implemented to avoid incidental
and/or accidental disturbance during construction of
the Asbestos Containing Materials (ACM). The AMP
shall set forth operational and maintenance
guidelines to minimize fiber release, which may be
caused by age, normal wear and tear, delamination,
building maintenance, repairs, renovation, and other
activities which may disturb ACM.
Due to the potential hazards of exposure, a Lead
Management Program (LMP) shall be prepared and
implemented to avoid incidental and/or accidental
disturbance during construction of the Lead
Containing Materials (LCM). The LMP shall set forth
operational and maintenance guidelines to minimize
release of lead-contaminated dust, which may be
caused by age, normal wear and tear, delamination,
building maintenance, repairs, renovation, and other
activities which may disturb LCM. Section 302 of the
Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act
(LCMPPA), LCM hazards equal to or greater than
0.5% by weight (5,000 parts per million (ppm)) or
1.0 mg/cm2 must be abated. Any signs of paint
deterioration shall be immediately addressed. The
deteriorating lead containing paint on shall be
stabilized, encapsulated, enclosed, or removed.
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Impact/s
Traffic/Transportation
Impacts to
pedestrians and
adjacent properties

Table 23: Mitigation Measures
Measure
Description

TRF-01:

TRF-02:

VI.

Pedestrian Access - The project proposes to
construct stair access, sidewalk, street lights, and
access ramp along the west wide of Gaffey Street at
33rd Street. Per LADOT recommendation, upon the
completion of these improvements, the project
manager shall consult with City of Los Angeles
Department of Transportation’s (LADOT) Southern
District Office on the feasibility of installing
additional traffic controls to improve pedestrian
safety at the intersection of Gaffey Street and 33rd
Street.
Construction
Impacts
–
Per
LADOT
recommendation, a construction work site traffic
control plan shall be submitted to the LADOT’s
Southern District Office for review and approval
prior to the start of any construction work. The plan
shall show the location of any roadway or sidewalk
closures, traffic detours, haul routes, hours of
operation, protective devices, warning signs and
access to abutting properties. LADOT also
recommends that construction related traffic be
restricted to off-peak hours. This recommendation
shall be incorporated into the plan as feasible.
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Environmental Specialist II
Environmental Management Group
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Department of Public Works
Coordination/Consultation with:
City of Los Angeles
Department of Public Works
Bureau of Engineering
1149 South Broadway
Los Angeles, CA 90015
Maria Martin, Environmental Supervisor II
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William Jones, Environmental Supervisor I
Catalina Hernandez, Environmental Specialist II
Willis Yip, Project Manager, Architect/PM I
Zohra Akhter, Architectural Associate II
Richard Fisher, Landscape Architect I
Curtis Gee, Civil Engineering Associate III
City of Los Angeles
Department of Recreation and Parks
221 N Figueroa St., 1st Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90012
David Attaway, Environmental Supervisor
City of Los Angeles
Department of Transportation
7166 W Manchester Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90045
Mohammad H. Blorfroshan, Transportation Engineer
AMEC (Geologic and Geotechnical Investigation Report)
David L Perry, CEG, Senior Engineering Geologist
Anthony Blanc, PE, GE, Senior Associate Engineer
James J Weaver, PE, GE, Area Manager and Principal Engineer
A-Tech Consulting, Inc. (Survey by Comprehensive Asbestos and Lead Survey)
Robert L Williams, DPH, CAC
Fehr and Peers (Traffic Study for the Gaffey Pool Project)
Netai Basu, Senior Associate Planner
ICF International (Air Quality and Greenhouse Gases Report)
Keith Cooper, Senior Air Quality and Climate Change Specialist
Matthew McFalls, Air Quality and Climate Change Specialist
SWCA Environmental Consultants (Cultural Resources Survey Report)
Samantha Murray, Project Manager, Archaeologist
Steven Treffers, M.H.P, Architectural Historian
John Dietler, Ph.D., RPA, Principal Investigator
Shannon Carmack, Senior Architectural Historian
VII. DETERMINATION – RECOMMENDED ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION
A. Summary
The initial study concluded that the proposed project would result in no impacts to
agriculture and forestry resources, geology/soils, land use and planning, mineral
resources, population/housing, public services, recreation, and utilities/service systems.
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Appendix D A Cultural Resources Survey Report for the Gaffey Pool and Bathhouse
Project. Prepared by SWCA Environmental Consultants (November 2012).
Appendix E Geologic and Geotechnical Investigation report, Gaffey Pool and
Bathhouse. Prepared by AMEC (February 18, 2013).
Appendix F Survey by Comprehensive Asbestos and Lead Survey. Prepared by ATech Consulting, Inc. (December 6, 2013).
Appendix G Traffic Study for the Gaffey Pool Project. Prepared by Fehr and Peers
(October 2013)
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APPENDIX A
ENVIRONMENTAL SCREENING CHECKLIST
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A brief explanation is provided for all answers except “No Impact” answers that are
adequately supported by the information sources cited following each question. A “No
Impact” answer is adequately supported if the referenced information sources show that
the impact simply does not apply to projects like the one involved (e.g., the project falls
outside a fault rupture zone). A “No Impact” answer should be explained where it is
based on project-specific factors as well as general standards (e.g., the project would
not expose sensitive receptors to pollutants, based on a project-specific screening
analysis).

1. AESTHETICS – Would the project:
a) Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project introduces incompatible
visual elements within a field of view containing a scenic vista or substantially alters a view of
a scenic vista. Reference: 26 (Thresholds A.1 & A.2)
Explanation: The proposed project site is located on a hillside located on the westerly side of
the Community of San Pedro, on the easterly side of Angels Gate Park. The San Pedro
Specific Plan identifies three (3) public view sites adjacent to the project site. To complement
these view sites, the proposed bathhouse would have large windows and view areas on the
north, east, and south sides to take advantage of the views toward downtown Los Angeles,
the Los Angeles/Long Beach Harbor Complex, and Santa Catalina Island and Pacific Ocean.
Reference: 23(General Plan)
b) Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not
limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within
a state scenic highway?
Standard: A significant impact may occur where scenic resources within a state scenic
highway would be damaged or removed as a result of the proposed project.
Reference: 26(Thresholds A.1 & E.3), 23 (General Plan)
Explanation: No state-designated scenic highways or other scenic resources are located
within the vicinity of the project site. No impact on state-designated scenic highways or other
scenic resources would occur. Reference: 19(Caltrans Earth)
c) Substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality
of the site and its surroundings?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project introduces incompatible
visual elements to the project site or visual elements that would be incompatible with the
character of the area surrounding the project site. Reference: 26(Thresholds A.1 and A.3)
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Explanation: The proposed project would involve the construction of a 4,471-square-foot
building. To the west are pre-World War II buildings and structures. The proposed building
would have colors of a similar shade as to those of the existing buildings. No impacts on visual
character of the area would occur as a result of the proposed project.
d) Create a new source of substantial light or glare that would
adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area?
Standard: A significant impact would occur if the proposed project caused a substantial
increase in ambient illumination levels beyond the property line or caused new lighting to spillover onto light-sensitive land uses such as residential, some commercial and institutional uses
that require minimum illumination for proper function, and natural areas. Reference: 26
(Thresholds A.4)
Explanation: Construction of the proposed building and pool area would not occur at night and
would, therefore, not require the use of outdoor lighting. No construction-related lighting
impact would occur. Once constructed, the proposed project would operate during the
summer months (June to September) and then in the late morning to early evening (11AM 6PM) This would not result in an increase in indoor and outdoor illumination when compared
to the current use of the site. If security lighting is provided, it would not produce spillover or
significant ambient illumination that would affect residents living to the east of the project site.
New outdoor lighting would be limited to the minimum levels necessary for safety. The new
light fixtures would be designed to prevent spillover. Impacts would be less-than-significant.
2. AGRICULTURE AND FOREST RESOURCES – Would the project:
a) Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of
Statewide Importance (Farmland), as shown on the maps
prepared pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring
Program of the California Resources Agency, to non-agricultural
use?
Standard: In determining whether impacts on agricultural resources are significant
environmental effects, lead agencies may refer to the California Agricultural Land Evaluation
and Site Assessment Model (1997) prepared by the California Department of Conservation as
an optional model to use in assessing impacts on agriculture and farmland. A significant
impact may occur if the proposed project were to result in the conversion of state-designated
agricultural land from agricultural use to another non-agricultural use. Reference: 7(Ag. Land
Eval.)
Explanation: The project site is not zoned for and does not contain agricultural uses. The City
of Los Angeles does not participate in the Williamson Act, and therefore has no Williamson
Act properties within its boundaries. No impact would occur as a result of construction or
operation of the proposed bathhouse. Reference: 8(Farmland Map)
b) Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a
Williamson Act contract?
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Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project were to result in the
conversion of land zoned for agricultural use, or indicated under a Williamson Act contract,
from agricultural use to another non-agricultural use. No impact would occur as a result of
construction or operation of the proposed project.
Explanation: The project site and adjacent parcels are not zoned for agricultural uses and are
not under a Williamson Act contract. No impact would result from the construction or operation
of the Gaffey Street pool and bath house.
c) Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of,
forestland (as defined in Public Resources Code section
12220(g)), timberland (as defined by Public Resources Code
section 4526), or timberland zoned Timberland Production (as
defined by Government Code section 51104(g))?
Standard: In determining whether impacts on forest resources, including timberland, are
significant environmental effects, lead agencies may refer to information compiled by the
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection regarding the state’s inventory of forest
land, including the Forest and Range Assessment Project and the Forest Legacy Assessment
project; and forest carbon measurement methodology provided in Forest Protocols adopted by
the California Air Resources Board.
Explanation: The project is located in an urban area in the San Pedro Community and is
zoned for Recreational Uses. The project site is currently open area, closed pool and
amphitheater, or access ways (roads, sidewalks, etc.). There is no forestland, timberland, or
timberland zoned for Timberland Production on or near the project site. No impact on forest
land or timber land would occur as a result of the construction or operation of the Gaffey
Street pool and bath house. Reference: 12(BIOS)
d) Result in the loss of forestland or conversion of forestland to
non-forest use?
Standard: In determining whether impacts on forest resources, including timberland, are
significant environmental effects, lead agencies may refer to information compiled by the
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection regarding the state’s inventory of forest
land, including the Forest and Range Assessment Project and the Forest Legacy Assessment
project; and forest carbon measurement methodology provided in Forest Protocols adopted by
the California Air Resources Board.
Explanation: Refer to the discussion for 2(c) above. No loss or conversion of forestland would
occur as a result of construction or operation of the proposed project. No impact would occur.
Reference: 12(BIOS)
e) Involve other changes in the existing environment that, due to
their location or nature, could result in conversion of farmland, to
non-agricultural use?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if a project results in the conversion of farmland to
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another non-agricultural use.
Explanation: Refer to the discussion for 2 (a) and 2 (b) above.
3. AIR QUALITY – Would the project:
a) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air
quality plan?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the project was inconsistent with or obstruct the
implementation of the Air Quality Element of the City’s General Plan or the Air Quality
Management Plan (AQMP). Reference: 26(Thresholds B.1 to B.3), 37(AQMD Handbook)
Explanation: The proposed project site is designated as a Recreational Use, in the Open
Space Zone. Bathhouses and pools are permitted on parcels designated as OS. As such, the
project would be consistent with the existing general plan; and growth projections would,
therefore, be accounted for within AQMD attainment forecasts. Project development would not
conflict with any air quality management plan, and no impact would occur. Reference: 37 (Air
Quality Report, 2013).
b) Violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to
an existing or projected air quality violation?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project violated any SCAQMD air
quality standard. The SCAQMD has set thresholds of significance for reactive organic gases
(ROG), nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and particulate
matter (PM10) emissions resulting from construction and operation in the South Coast Air
Basin. Reference: 26(Thresholds B.1, B.2), 37(AQMD Handbook)
Explanation: The total magnitude of construction activity, the duration of construction activity
(24 months), and the intensity of construction activity would not have an effect on the quantity
of construction emissions (and related pollutant concentrations) occurring at any one time. As
such, the emission forecasts provided herein reflect a specific set of conservative assumptions
that are based on the expected construction scenario (i.e., a relatively large amount of
construction activity occurring in a relatively intensive manner). Reference: 37 (Air Quality
Report, 2013). See discussion in Section IV.
c) Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any
criteria pollutant for which the project region is in non-attainment
under an applicable federal or state ambient air quality standard
(including releasing emissions that exceed quantitative
thresholds for ozone precursors)?
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Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project would result in a cumulatively
considerable net increase of a criteria pollutant for which the South Coast Air Basin exceeds
federal and state ambient air quality standards and has been designated as an area of nonattainment by the USEPA and/or California Air Resources Board. The South Coast Air Basin
(Los Angeles County portion) is designated non-attainment ozone (O3), particulate matter
(PM10), fine particulate matter (PM2.5), and lead (Pb). Reference: 26(Thresholds B.1, B.2),
37(AQMD Handbook)
Explanation: The SCAQMD’s approach for assessing cumulative impacts is based on the
AQMP forecasts of attainment of ambient air quality standards in accordance with the
requirements of the federal and state Clean Air Acts. As discussed earlier (see discussion
above in 3[a]), the proposed project would be consistent with the AQMP, which is intended to
bring the Basin into attainment for all criteria pollutants.1 In addition, the mass regional
emissions calculated for the proposed project, presented earlier in Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4, are
less than all applicable SCAQMD daily significance thresholds. As such, cumulative impacts
would be less-than-significant, and no mitigation measures are necessary. Reference: 37 (Air
Quality Report, 2013).
d) Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if construction or operation of the proposed project
generated pollutant concentrations to a degree that would significantly affect sensitive
receptors. Reference: 26 (Thresholds B.1 to B.3)
Explanation: As discussed above in 3(a), the proposed project is not anticipated to result in
substantial pollutant concentrations. The greatest potential for toxic air contaminants (TAC)
emissions would be related to diesel particulate emissions associated with heavy equipment
operations during site grading activities. SCAQMD does not consider diesel-related cancer
risks from construction equipment to be an issue because of the short-term nature of
construction activities. Construction activities associated with the project would be sporadic,
transitory, and short term in nature. The assessment of cancer risk is typically based on a 70year exposure period. Because exposure to diesel exhaust would be well below the 70-year
exposure period, construction of the project is not anticipated to result in an elevated cancer
risk to exposed persons because of the short-term nature of construction. As such, projectrelated toxic emission impacts during construction would not be significant. With respect to
long-term project operations, no meaningful source of TAC emissions would occupy the
proposed project site. As such, there would be no potential for meaningful TAC emissions.
CEQA Guidelines Section 15064(h)(3) states “A lead agency may determine that a project's incremental
contribution to a cumulative effect is not cumulatively considerable if the project will comply with the
requirements in a previously approved plan or mitigation program which provides specific requirements that will
avoid or substantially lessen the cumulative problem (e.g., water quality control plan, air quality plan, integrated
waste management plan) within the geographic area in which the project is located. Such plans or programs must
be specified in law or adopted by the public agency with jurisdiction over the affected resources through a public
review process to implement, interpret, or make specific the law enforced or administered by the public agency.”
1
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Impacts would be less-than-significant, and no mitigation measures are required. Reference:
37 (Air Quality Report, 2013).
e) Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of
people?
Standard: During construction, sources of odor are diesel emissions form construction
equipment and volatile organic compounds from sealant applications or paving activities. The
nearest residential area is to the east, approximately 140’ away. These odors would be
temporary and localized. Nonetheless, applicable best management practices such as those
in SCAQMD Rule 431 (Diesel Equipment) would, in addition to minimizing air quality impacts,
also help minimize potential construction odors. Reference: 26 (Thresholds B.1 & B.2)
Explanation: Odors resulting from construction of the proposed project are not likely to affect a
substantial number of people because construction activities usually do not emit offensive
odors. Potential odor emitters during construction activities include asphalt paving and the use
of architectural coatings and solvents. SCAQMD Rules 1108 and 1113 limit the amount of
reactive organic compounds (ROC) emissions from cutback asphalt and architectural coatings
and solvents, respectively. Given mandatory compliance with SCAQMD rules, no construction
activities or materials are proposed that would create a significant level of objectionable odors.
As such, potential impacts during short-term construction would be less-than-significant. No
mitigation measures are required. Reference: 37 (Air Quality Report, 2013).
4. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES – Would the project:
a) Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through
habitat modifications, on any species identified as a candidate,
sensitive, or special status species in local or regional plans,
policies, or regulations, or by CDFW or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project would remove or modify
habitat for any species identified or designated as a candidate, sensitive, or special status
species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulation, or by the state or federal regulatory
agencies cited. Reference: 2622 (Thresholds C)
Explanation: The California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW), California Natural
Diversity Database (CNDDB) indicates that eleven (11) endangered or threatened occur or
have occurred historically within the San Pedro Topographical Quadrangle of the 7.5-minute
series map. The Port of Los Angeles Master Plan Update, Draft Program Environmental
Impact Report noted that the Peregrine Falcon may forage in areas adjacent to the Port.
Although the CNDDB lists these species as occurring or having occurred in the past in the
region of the project, the proposed project site and its immediate surroundings do not provide
the type of habitat required by the species in question. Given the project site’s current state as
an unused pool and amphitheater, there are minimal opportunities for sensitive flora and fauna
to flourish. Therefore, no impact on candidate, sensitive, or special status species would occur
as a result of construction or operation of the proposed project as the habitat needed for these
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species are not found at the project site. Reference: 13 (CNDDB), 12 (BIOS), 47 (Jones,
2014) See discussion in Section IV.
b) Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or
other sensitive natural community identified in local or regional
plans, policies, and regulations or by CDFW or the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if riparian habitat or any other sensitive natural
community were to be adversely modified. Reference: 26 (Thresholds C)
Explanation: The project site is currently an open area, pool, amphitheater, or access ways
(roads, sidewalks, etc.). The site is not located near riparian habitat, and is not located within a
Significant Ecological Area as defined by the City or the County of Los Angeles, and is not
identified in the plans, policies, and regulations of the CDFW and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. No impact on riparian habitat or other sensitive natural communities would occur as a
result of construction or operation of the Gaffey Street pool and bath house. Reference:
13(CNDDB), 12(BIOS), 39(Nat. Wetlands Map), 40(USGS Quad.). See discussion for 4(a)
above.
c) Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected
wetlands as defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act
(including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.)
through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other
means?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if federally protected wetlands, as defined by Section
404 of the Clean Water Act would be modified or removed. Reference: 26 (Threshold C), 39
(Nat. Wetlands Map)
Explanation: There are no wetlands within or adjacent to the project site. Therefore, there
would be no impact on protected wetlands as a result of the construction or operation of the
Gaffey Street pool and bathhouse. Reference 47 (Jones, 2013)
d) Interfere substantially with the movement of any native
resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with established
native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use
of native wildlife nursery sites?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project interferes or removes access
to a migratory wildlife corridor or impedes the use of native wildlife nursery sites. Reference:
12 (BIOS), 26 (Threshold C)
Explanation: No sensitive habitats were identified within or near the project site. The project
would be constructed and operate in a highly urbanized environment. Multiple mature trees
exist on or around the project property, but these may to serve as habitat for migrating birds.
Construction and operation of the Gaffey Street Pool and Bathhouse would not have an
impact on habitat suitable for wildlife movement or migration. Reference 47 (Jones, 2013)
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e) Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting
biological resources, such as a tree preservation policy or
ordinance?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project would cause an impact that is
inconsistent with local regulations pertaining to biological resources. Reference: California
Department of Fish and Wildlife 14 (CDFW), 30 (Tree Policy), 32 (Urban Forest Program), 31
(PW Tree Policy), 26 (Threshold C)
Explanation: No heritage trees, special habitat value trees, or protected tree species are
present within the boundaries of the proposed project site, except the California Sycamore.
Since these trees are ornamental (Oak, Southern California Black Walnut, California
Sycamore, or California Bay) they are not protected under City Ordinance 177404. Therefore,
no impact from the construction or operation of the Gaffey Street Pool and Bathhouse would
occur. The project will comply with Reference: 29 (NavigateLA)
f) Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat
Conservation Plan, Natural Community Conservation Plan, or
other approved local, regional, or state habitat conservation
plan?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project would be inconsistent with
mapping or policies in any conservation plans of the cited type. Reference: 26 (Thresholds C)
Explanation: The project is not located within the area of a Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural
Community Conservation Plan, or any other approved habitat conservation plan. Therefore,
no impact related to the construction or operation of the Gaffey Street pool and bath house
would occur. Reference: 13 (CNDDB)
5. CULTURAL RESOURCES – Would the project:
a) Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a
historical resource as defined in California Code of Regulations
Section 15064.5?
Standard: A significant impact may result if the proposed project caused a substantial adverse
change to the significance of a historical resource (as identified above). Reference:
17(Guidelines 15064.5), 2622 (Thresholds D.3), 15(CHRIS)
Explanation: According to a Cultural Resources Survey conducted by SCWA, there are
twenty-seven (27) previously conducted cultural resource studies with 0.5 miles of the project
site. The survey identified forty-one (41) previously recorded cultural resources within 0.5
miles. All of these are associated with Fort MacArthur. One of these resources is on the
California Register of Historic Places, the Upper Reservation of Fort MacArthur Historic
District, where the project site is located. Both the pool and surrounding buildings were
determined to be contributing elements to the Historic District. Work associated with the pool,
amphitheater, and Building 825 shall be accomplished in accordance with the Secretary of
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. Therefore, the proposed project would not change the
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significance of a historical resource and no impact would occur.
b) Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an
archaeological resource pursuant to California Code of
Regulations Section 15064.5?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project were to cause a substantial
adverse change in the significance of an archaeological resource that falls under the CEQA
Guidelines section cited above. Reference: 17 (Guidelines 15064.5), 26 (Thresholds D.2), 15
(CHRIS)
Explanation: No archaeological resources have been identified within the project area.
However, the project site is located in an area ideal for prehistoric human occupation. It is
possible that archaeological deposits are present at subsurface levels. A qualified
archaeologist would be present to monitor all ground disturbance activities, should
archaeological resources are found. This condition is included in the project per standard
Public Works construction practice.
c) Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological
resource or site or unique geologic feature?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if grading or excavation activities associated with the
proposed project would disturb unique paleontological resources or unique geologic features.
Reference: 17(Guidelines 15064.5), 26(Thresholds D.1), 15(CHRIS), 24(ZIMAS)
Explanation: The Greater Los Angeles area is known to have high paleontological sensitivity.
The proposed plan will result in ground-disturbing activities Compliance with applicable
regulations would ensure this impact remains less-than-significant. Reference: 46
d) Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside
of formal cemeteries?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if grading or excavation activities associated with the
proposed project would disturb interred human remains. Reference: 17(Guidelines 15064.5),
26(Thresholds D.2), 15(CHRIS)
Explanation: No burials or human remains have been identified within the project site. The
project site is not a formal cemetery and is not adjacent to a formal cemetery. The project site
is not known to contain human remains interred outside formal cemeteries, nor is it known to
be located on a burial ground. The record search for the proposed project indicated that no
archaeological sites are nearby. Given this evidence, it is highly unlikely the proposed project
would disturb any human remains during construction. However, a standard halt-work
condition would be in place in the event that human remains are discovered during
construction so that appropriate measures could be followed to avoid any significant impacts.
Compliance with standard practices would ensure that no significant impacts would occur.
6. GEOLOGY AND SOILS – Would the project:
a) Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse
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effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving:
i) Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the
most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued
by the State Geologist for the area or based on other substantial
evidence of a known fault?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project were located within a statedesignated Alquist-Priolo Zone or other designated fault zone and appropriate building
practices were not followed. References: 9 (CDC Publ. 42), 2622 (Thresholds E.1)
Explanation: The project site is not located in an Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone. The
Cabrillo Fault, which has a potential maximum magnitude of between 6.0 and 6.8. is located
less than a half mile to the north. Impacts related to earthquake fault rupture are not
anticipated to occur and would be less-than-significant. Reference: 24 ZIMAS
ii) Strong seismic ground shaking?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project design did not comply with
building code requirements intended to protect people from hazards associated with strong
seismic ground shaking. Reference: 11(Seismic Hazard Map San Pedro Quad.),
26(Thresholds E.1)
Explanation: The proposed project site is located in a seismically active region and, therefore,
would be susceptible to ground shaking. Despite the fact that the project site is not located
near a known active fault, as indicated in the discussion from 6(a) (i) above, there is a
potential for seismic ground shaking throughout the region. There is no way to entirely avoid
such hazards. However, the bathhouse and associated infrastructure would be designed by
California-licensed professional civil and structural engineers and the construction work would
be performed by licensed professional contractors who comply with safety standards required
to reduce the risk of seismic hazards. Designs and plans would require reviews and permits
per local, state and federal laws. Thus, construction and operation of the Gaffey Street pool
and bath house would result in impacts that are less-than-significant.
iii) Seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project would be located in an area
identified as having a high risk of liquefaction and appropriate design measures required within
such designated areas were not incorporated into the project. Reference: 11 (Seismic Hazard
Map San Pedro Quad.), 26(Thresholds E.1)
Explanation: Liquefaction typically occurs when water-saturated sandy soils are subjected to
seismic shaking, causing soils to liquefy and behave as a viscous liquid rather than as a solid.
Liquefaction can result in surface subsidence and can cause structures to tilt or sink into the
surface. The proposed project site is not in an area susceptible to liquefaction per NavigateLA
and the Geologic and Geotechnical Investigation Report, Gaffey Pool and Bathhouse
Prepared by: AMEC (February 18, 2013 Project No. IR12163270). Impacts related to
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liquefaction are not anticipated to occur. Reference: 47, NavigateLA.
iv) Landslides?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project were located in a hillside area
with soil conditions that would suggest high potential for sliding and appropriate design
measures were not implemented. Reference: 11 (Seismic Hazard Map San Pedro Quad.), 26
(Thresholds E.1)
Explanation: The proposed project site is not located in a landslide hazard area. The proposed
project site is located in an area as identified on the Bureau of Engineering Basic Grid Map A13372 where special grading standards are in place due to the slope of the project site.
Compliance with these standards would reduce impacts to less-than-significant. Reference:
47, NavigateLA
Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project were to expose large areas to
the erosion effects of wind or water for a prolonged period of time. Reference: 26 (Thresholds
E.2)
Explanation: Construction would include ground-disturbing activities, such as grading and
excavation. These activities may result in topsoil erosion at the proposed project site.
However, given the short duration of construction, soil exposure would be temporary and
applicable Department of Building and Safety erosion control techniques would limit potential
erosion. All construction activities would comply with storm water BMPs to prevent erosion or
loss of topsoil to wind. In accordance with standard specifications for public works construction
and building code requirements, the proposed project would implement SWPPP for erosion
and sedimentation control. Construction storm water BMPs would also be undertaken to
control runoff and erosion from earthmoving activities. Implementation of such control
measures would prevent substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil from exposed soils. The
proposed project would include the placement of drought-tolerant landscaping materials in
accordance with design specifications. Following completion of construction, the site would not
have substantial areas of exposed soil at risk of topsoil loss or erosion. As such, construction
or operation of the proposed project would have less-than-significant impacts related to the
loss of topsoil.
c) Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that
would become unstable as a result of the project, and potentially
result in on- or off-site landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence,
liquefaction or collapse?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project were built in an unstable area
without proper site preparation or design features to provide adequate foundations for project
buildings, thus posing a hazard to life and property. Reference: 11 (Seismic Hazard Map San
Pedro Quad.), 26 (Thresholds E.2)
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Explanation: Please see the discussion for Items 6(a) (iii) and (iv) above about seismic-related
ground failure, liquefaction, and landslides. With respect to subsidence and collapse, the
proposed project would not draw groundwater from below the surface of the site, an activity
that is typically associated with subsidence and collapse. The proposed project would be
located on a flat site, which makes lateral spreading extremely unlikely. Therefore, impacts
occurring as result of construction and operation of the proposed project would be less-thansignificant.
d) Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of
the Uniform Building Code (1994), creating substantial risks to
life or property?
Standard: Not addressed in local CEQA thresholds.
Explanation: The proposed project is in an area identified as having alluvial soil, a soil type
associated with expansion when saturated. However, prior to any construction and as a
standard practice, a geotechnical evaluation would be prepared which would prescribe site
soils in detail, methods, techniques, and specifications for: site preparation, treatment of
undocumented fill and/or alluvial soils, fill placement on sloping ground, fill characteristics, fill
placement and compactions, temporary excavations and shoring, permanent slopes,
treatment of expansive soils, and treatment of corrosive soils. Design and construction of the
proposed project would conform to recommendations in the geotechnical evaluation;
therefore, impacts from potentially expansive soil would be less-than-significant. Reference:
26 (Thresholds E.2), 10 (Dept. of Cons.)
e) Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of
septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal systems where
sewers are not available for the disposal of wastewater?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project were built on soils that were
incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal
system, and such a system was proposed. Reference: 26(Thresholds E.3)
Explanation: The project area is served by the City’s wastewater collection, conveyance, and
treatment systems. The project site would not require additional wastewater treatment or
require the use of an alternative wastewater disposal system or septic tank. Therefore, no
impact would occur. Reference: 29 (NavigateLA wye map)
7. GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS – Would the project:
a) Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or
indirectly, that may have a significant impact on the
environment?
Reference: 3 (AB32)
Explanation: The proposed project’s annual GHG are estimated to be 320 metric tons CO2e.
These estimates reflect emissions from all construction and operation activity. To put this
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number into perspective, statewide CO2e emissions for year 2009 were estimated to be 456.8
million metric tons. Therefore, impacts are anticipated to be less-than-significant. No mitigation
measures are required. Reference: 37 (Air Quality Report, 2013), SCAQMD. 40 Draft
Guidance Document – Interim CEQA Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Significance Threshold,
October 2008. See discussion in Section IV.
b) Conflict with any applicable plan, policy or regulation of an
agency adopted for the purpose of reducing the emissions of
greenhouse gases?
Standard: 3 (AB32)
Explanation: The proposed project would not conflict with any applicable plan, policy, or
regulation of an agency adopted for the purpose of reducing the emissions of greenhouse
gases; therefore, impacts would be less-than-significant. Reference: 37 (Air Quality Report,
2013).See discussion in Section IV.
8. HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS – Would the project:
a) Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment
through the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous
materials?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project involved the use or disposal
of hazardous materials as part of its routine operations and would have the potential to
generate toxic or otherwise hazardous emissions. Reference: 26(Thresholds F.1, F.2)
Explanation: The mothballing of Building 825 remediation of the pool would require the
removal of asbestos containing materials and lead based paint. An asbestos management
program (AMP) would be prepared and implement to avoid incidental and/or accidental
disturbance of asbestos containing materials. A lead management program (LMP) would be
prepared and implement to avoid incidental and/or accidental disturbance of lead containing
materials. Hazardous materials would be disposed of at a Class I landfill. The closest one
being at Kettleman City, Ca. To maintain the waters used in the pool, sodium hypochlorite
(Chlorine) and muriatic acid would be used. The sodium hypochlorite would be in a 500 gallon
dual wall, closed system. The muriatic acid would be in a 350 gallon dual wall closed system.
Being in a closed system there should be no significant hazard to the adjacent community.
Therefore, construction and operation activities would not create a significant hazard to the
public or the environment through the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous
materials and impacts would be less-than-significant.
b) Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment
through reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions
involving the release of hazardous materials into the
environment?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project involved a risk of accidental
explosion or utilized substantial amounts of hazardous materials as part of its routine
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operations that could potentially pose a hazard to the public under accident or upset
conditions. Reference: 18(GeoTracker), 21(LAMC), 26(Thresholds F.1, F.2), 40(USGS San
Pedro Quad)
Explanation: The proposed project would involve the use and transport of sodium hypochlorite
(Chlorine) and muriatic acid. These materials would be transported in accordance with Federal
and State laws and regulations. The materials would be stored in dual walled closed system
tanks. Impacts would be less-than-significant. Refer to discussion under 8 (a) above.
c) Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely
hazardous materials, substances, or waste within one-quarter
mile of an existing or proposed school?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project were located within onequarter mile of an existing or proposed school site and were projected to release toxic
emissions which pose a hazard beyond regulatory thresholds. Reference: 26(Thresholds F.2)
Explanation: The closest school is the Ft MacArthur Annex Adult School, located
approximately 685’ (0.15 miles) west of the project. No hazardous emissions, hazardous or
acutely hazardous materials, substances, or waste releases are expected to occur. The
muriatic acid and sodium hypochlorite would be stored in double walled tanks. No impacts
would occur. Reference: 18(GeoTracker), 16(EnviroStor), 29(NavigateLA Schools)
d) Be located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous
materials sites compiled pursuant to Government Code Section
65962.5 and, as a result, would it create a significant hazard to
the public or the environment?
Reference: 26(Thresholds F.2)
Explanation: A search of available environmental records was conducted on January 24, 2014
and the project site was not listed in any of the databases searched. The project site is not
listed in the State Water Resources Control Board GeoTracker system, which includes leaking
underground fuel tank sites and Spills, Leaks, Investigations, and Cleanups Program; or the
Department of Toxic Substances Control EnviroStor Data Management System, which
includes CORTESE sites. No impacts would occur. Reference: 18(GeoTracker),
16(EnviroStor),35(EDR)
e) For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where
such a plan has not been adopted, within two miles of a public
airport or public use airport, would the project result in a safety
hazard for people residing or working in the project area?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project site were located within a
public airport land use plan area, or within two miles of a public airport, and would create a
safety hazard. Reference: 26 (Thresholds F.1, K.2)
Explanation: The proposed project site is located approximately 7 miles from Torrance Airport
(Zamperini Field). The project site does not lie within the airport’s master plan. No impact on
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workers and residents would occur as a result of construction or operation of the project. 24
(ZIMAS), 18 (GeoTracker), 16 (EnviroStor), 29 (NavigateLA)
f) For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the
project result in a safety hazard for people residing or working in
the project area?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the project would result in a safety hazard for
people residing or working in the project area because of its location near a private airstrip.
Reference: 26 (Thresholds F.1, K.2)
Explanation: No private airstrip is located within the vicinity of the project site. Therefore, no
impact related to private airstrip safety would occur as a result of construction or operation of
the proposed project. Reference: 29 (NavigateLA)
g) Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an
adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation
plan?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project were to substantially interfere
with roadway operations used in conjunction with an emergency response plan or evacuation
plan or would generate sufficient traffic to create traffic congestion that would interfere with the
execution of such plan. Reference: 26 (Thresholds F.1, K.2)
Explanation: The proposed project would not alter the adjacent street system. As applicable,
any traffic detour plans during construction would address emergency response or emergency
evacuation. No impact on emergency services would occur as a result of construction or
operation of the project.
h) Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury
or death involving wildland fires, including where wildlands are
adjacent to urbanized areas or where residences are intermixed
with wildlands?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project were located in a wild land
area and poses a significant fire hazard, which could affect persons or structures in the area in
the event of a fire. Reference: 26 (Thresholds K.2)
Explanation: The proposed project site is not located within a wild land and has not been
identified by the Safety Element of the City of Los Angeles General Plan as an area with a
very high fire hazard risk. Construction and operation of the proposed project would have no
impact with respect to wild land fires. 29 (NavigateLA Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone)
9. HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY – Would the project:
a) Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge
requirements?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project discharged water that did not
meet the quality standards of agencies that regulate surface water quality and water discharge
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into storm-water drainage systems. Reference: 26(Thresholds G.2)
Explanation: Implementation of a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) would
include best management practices related to the construction period and storage of
chemicals during project operation. Implementation of the SWPPP would avoid impacts on
water quality. The proposed project would not be located within a 100-year floodplain, and
construction and operation of the project would not re-direct flood flows. To aid in the reduction
of pollutants entering the watershed during operational activities, the project proposes the
development of a nine hundred (900) square foot landscaped flow through storm water
treatment planter, to treat storm water runoff from the pool deck, bathhouse roof, and other
impervious areas around the pool. No other potential sources of water quality degradation are
anticipated.
b) Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere
substantially with groundwater recharge such that there would
be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering of the local
groundwater table level (e.g., the production rate of pre-existing
nearby wells would drop to a level which would not support
existing land uses or planned uses for which permits have been
granted)?
Standard: A project would normally have a significant impact on groundwater supplies if it
were to result in a demonstrable and sustained reduction of groundwater recharge capacity or
change the potable water levels sufficiently that it would reduce the ability of a water utility to
use the groundwater basin for public water supplies or storage of imported water, reduce the
yields of adjacent wells or well fields, or adversely change the rate or direction of groundwater
flow. Reference: 26 (Thresholds G.2, G.3)
Explanation: Over the past decade, groundwater has supplied an average of 11% of the water
used in the City, but has provided as much as 30% of water in times of drought. Construction
and operation of the proposed project would rely on the same mixture of water sources as
other properties in the vicinity, and would not require direct pumping of groundwater for the
sole purpose of use on the site or at emergency scenes. The additional water required for
construction and operation of the project would not in itself draw down groundwater supplies,
but as noted above, LADWP draws a greater percentage of its water from underground
sources during periods of drought. The impact on groundwater supplies would be less-thansignificant. With respect to groundwater recharge, neither the construction nor operation of the
proposed project would change the capacity for recharge.
c) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or
area, including through the alteration of the course of a stream
or river, in a manner that would result in substantial erosion or
siltation on- or off-site?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project resulted in a substantial
alteration of drainage patterns that resulted in a substantial increase in erosion or siltation
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during construction or operation of the project. Reference: 26 (Thresholds G.1, G.2)
Explanation: The project would not alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area. No
streams or rivers cross or are within a mile of the proposed project site. As discussed in Item 9
(a), the project would result in temporary soil disturbance activities during construction during
which time a SWPPP for the control of soil erosion and sediment runoff would be
implemented. The project would be constructed in accordance with applicable requirements of
the Municipal Code, including grading requirements. Therefore, construction and operation
would not result in substantial erosion or siltation on- or off-site, and impacts would be lessthan-significant.
d) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or
area, including through the alteration of the course of a stream
or river, or substantially increase the rate or amount of surface
runoff in a manner that would result in flooding on- or off-site?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project resulted in increased runoff
volumes during construction or operation of the proposed project that would result in flooding
conditions affecting the project site or nearby properties. Reference: 26 (Thresholds G.1)
Explanation: The project would not alter the course of a stream or a river. Construction would
require excavation to a depth of approximately five feet below the surface level, creating a
temporary permeable surface. Construction activities create the potential for erosion to occur
at the project site; however, soil exposure would be temporary and implementation of the
SWPPP would limit any potential erosion. Following completion of construction, the site would
be repaved or landscaped and drainage patterns would return to the original, pre-construction
conditions. Therefore, construction and operation of the proposed project would not result in
substantial erosion or siltation off-site, and impacts would be less-than-significant.
e) Create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the
capacity of existing or planned storm water drainage systems or
provide substantial additional sources of polluted runoff?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the volume of runoff were to increase to a level
that exceeded the capacity of the storm drain system serving a project site. A significant
impact may also occur if the proposed project would substantially increase the probability that
polluted runoff would reach the storm drain system. Reference: 26 (Thresholds G.2)
Explanation: The proposed project would not substantially change the volume of storm water
runoff. The proposed project may create water runoff during construction activities. See
Response 8 (a) above. The City would prepare a SWPPP, which would outline BMPs to be
used at the project site, as well as storage of chemicals. Compliance with these measures
would avoid potential construction impacts related to runoff. The existing drainage patterns at
the site would be restored upon the completion of construction. Therefore, the proposed
project would not increase runoff from the site; therefore, it would not exceed the capacity of
the storm drain system serving the project site. As such construction and operation of the
Gaffey Street pool and bath house would result in a no impact.
Gaffey Street Pool and Bathhouse
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f) Otherwise substantially degrade water quality?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if a project included potential sources of water
pollutants and potential to substantially degrade water quality. Reference: 26 (Thresholds G.3)
Explanation: As discussed in 9 (a) above, potential pollutants resulting from construction
activities have the potential to degrade water quality. However, with the implementation of the
site-specific SWPPP as well as compliance with applicable regulations, these potential
impacts would be less-than-significant. To aid in the reduction of pollutants entering the
watershed during operational activities, the project proposes the development of a nine
hundred (900) square foot landscaped flow through storm water treatment planter, to treat
storm water runoff from the pool deck, bathhouse roof, and other impervious areas around the
pool. No other potential sources of water quality degradation are anticipated.
g) Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard area as mapped
on a federal Flood Hazard Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate
Map or other flood hazard delineation map?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project placed housing within a 100year flood zone. Reference: 26 (Thresholds G.1 to G.4)
Explanation: The proposed project site is not within a 100-year flood zone according to the
Safety Element of the General Plan and Flood Insurance Rate Maps. Therefore, no impacts
related to exposing housing to flooding would occur. Reference: 23 (General Plan)
h) Place within a 100-year flood hazard area structures that
would impede or redirect flood flows?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project were located within a 100year flood zone and would impede or redirect flood flows. Reference: 26 (Thresholds G.4)
Explanation: The proposed project site is not located within a 100-year flood zone. Therefore,
no impacts related to exposing structures to flooding would occur. Reference: 41 ( FIRM Panel
No 0601370111D), 29 (NavigateLA Flood Plain)
i) Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury
or death involving flooding, including flooding as a result of the
failure of a levee or dam?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project were located in an area
where a dam or levee could fail, exposing people or structures to significant risk of loss, injury
or death. Reference: 26 (Thresholds E.1, G.3)
Explanation: The proposed project site is not located within an area that has the potential to be
inundated as a result of dam or water storage facility failure according to Exhibit G of the
Safety Element of the City of Los Angeles General Plan. Therefore, impacts associated with
dam or water storage facility failure are less-than-significant. Reference: 29 (NavigateLA
Inundation Areas), 23 (General Plan)
j) Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?
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Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project were located in an area with
inundation potential due to seiche, tsunami, or mudflow. Reference: 26 (Thresholds E.1)
Explanation: As discussed in Item 9 (i) above, the proposed project site is located within an
area that would be inundated as result of dam failure. So the risk of a seiche or mudflow
threatening the proposed project is remote due to the distance separating the project site from
an enclosed water body capable of producing a seiche or mudflow and the elevation of the
project site above this flow level. Impacts related to seiches and mudflows would be less-thansignificant. The proposed project site would not be affected by tsunamis given its location on a
bluff, 260’ above the ocean. Reference: 29 (NavigateLA Tsunami Area and Landslides)
10. LAND USE AND PLANNING – Would the project:
a) Physically divide an established community?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project were sufficiently large or
otherwise configured in such a way as to create a physical barrier within an established
community. Reference: 26 (Threshold H.2)
Explanation: The proposed project involves the construction and operation of a bathhouse and
remodel of a community pool. The project site is located within an existing City Park. There
are only residential uses to the east, with the park uses being on the north, west, and south of
the project site. The proposed project would not introduce a physical barrier for residents or
workers in the area. No impacts related to physical barriers would occur as a result of
construction or operation of the project.
b) Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or
regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over the project
(including, but not limited to the general plan, specific plan, local
coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose
of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project were inconsistent with the
General Plan, or other applicable plan, or with the site’s zoning if designated to avoid or
mitigate a significant potential environmental impact. Reference: 26 (Thresholds H.1, H.2)
Explanation: The zoning on the proposed project site is Open Space, which would allow for
the proposed project. The “San Pedro Community Plan” component of the General Plan for
the City of Los Angeles, which regulates the land uses in the project area, designates the
project area for recreational uses, with the proposed project being consistent with this
designation. The proposed project is consistent with the Community Plan’s stated goals and
objectives related to recreational uses. Therefore, the proposed project would be consistent
with land use plans and policies and no impact would occur. Reference: 24 (ZIMAS), 23
(General Plan)
c) Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or
natural community conservation plan?
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Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project were located within an area
governed by a habitat conservation plan or natural community conservation plan and would
conflict with such plan. Reference: 26 (Thresholds H.1, H.2)
Explanation: Please refer to the discussion for 4(f) above.
11. MINERAL RESOURCES – Would the project:
a) Result in the loss of availability of a known mineral resource
that would be of value to the region and the residents of the
state?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the project were located in an area used or
available for extraction of a regionally important mineral resource, if the project converted an
existing or potential present or future regionally important mineral extraction use to another
use, or if a project affected access to such a site. Reference: 23 (General Plan), 26
(Thresholds E.4)
Explanation: As described in the “Conservation Element” of the City of Los Angeles General
Plan, the primary mineral resources within the City are rock, gravel, and sand deposits, and
the only available deposit site within the City is the Tujunga alluvial fan, which is more than 45
miles from the proposed project site. The proposed project site is not located within an area
known to contain mineral resources, and no impacts with respect to mineral resources would
occur as a result of construction or operation of the proposed project.
b) Result in the loss of availability of a locally important mineral
resource recovery site delineated on a local general plan,
specific plan or other land use plan?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if a project were located in an area used or available
for extraction of a locally-important mineral resource and the project converted such a
resource to another use or affected access to such a site. Reference: 23(General Plan),
26(Thresholds E.4)
Explanation: As discussed for Item 11 (a) above, the only available mineral resource
extraction area is the Tujunga alluvial fan, which is more than 45 miles from the project site.
Therefore, construction and operation of the proposed project would have no impact with
respect to the availability of locally important mineral resources.
12. NOISE – Would the project result in:
a) Exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in
excess of standards established in the local general plan or
noise ordinance, or applicable standards of other agencies?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the project generated noise levels exceeding the
standards for ambient noise as established by the General Plan and Municipal Code or
exposed persons to that increased level of noise. Reference: 23 (General Plan Noise
Element), 26(Thresholds Section I)
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Explanation: The proposed project would result in increased noise levels associated with
grading and building of the structure, which could affect nearby sensitive receivers.
Construction of the proposed project would take approximately 24 months to complete. Due to
the temporary nature, impacts would be less-than-significant. See discussion in Section IV.
b) Exposure of persons to or generation of excessive ground
borne vibration or ground borne noise levels?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the project were to expose persons to or generate
excessive ground borne vibration or ground borne noise levels. Reference: 23 (General Plan
Noise Element), 26(Thresholds Section I)
Explanation: Due to the distance (both length and height) between the project site and
adjacent properties person should not be exposed to ground bourn vibration or noise. A
vibration level of 0.10 inches per second PPV was used to evaluate impacts on nearby
receivers because this level represents the boundary between barely perceptible and distinctly
perceptible vibration as recognized by Caltrans and others. Because the predicted vibration
levels from project construction would be well below applicable vibration thresholds, impacts
from ground borne vibration or ground borne noise would be less-than-significant. See
discussion in Section IV.
c) A substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in
the project vicinity above levels existing without the project?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the project were to substantially and permanently
increase the ambient noise levels in the project vicinity above levels existing without the
proposed project. Reference: 23 (General Plan Noise Element), 26(Thresholds Section I)
Explanation: Refer to the discussion for 12 (a) above. Traffic increases associated with the
proposed project would be extremely small and would not result in a noticeable increase in
noise at surrounding receivers. Impacts related to ambient noise would be less-thansignificant.
d) A substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise
levels in the project vicinity above levels existing without the
project?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the project were to create a substantial temporary
or periodic increase in the ambient noise levels in the project vicinity above levels existing
without the proposed project. Reference: 23 (General Plan Noise Element), 26(Thresholds
Section I)
Explanation: Please refer to the discussion for 12 (a) above. The project would comply with
the Bureau of Engineering Standard Project Specifications for Public Works Construction.
e) For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where
such a plan has not been adopted, within two miles of a public
airport or public use airport, would the project expose people
residing or working in the project area to excessive noise levels?
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Standard: Reference: 26(Thresholds Section I), 29(NavigateLA)
Explanation: There are no airports located within two miles of the project site. As such, no
impact related to this airport noise would occur.
f) For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the
project expose people residing or working in the project area to
excessive noise levels?
Standard: Reference: 26(Thresholds Section I), 29(NavigateLA)
Explanation: No private airstrips are located within the vicinity of the project site. Therefore, no
construction or operational impacts would occur.
13. POPULATION AND HOUSING – Would the project:
a) Induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly
(for example, by proposing new homes and businesses) or
indirectly (for example, through extension of roads or other
infrastructure)?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if population growth is induced in an area, either
directly or indirectly, such that the population of the area may exceed the planned population
of that area. Reference: 26(Thresholds Section J.1)
Explanation: The proposed project involves the construction and operation of a new
bathhouse and restoration of a community pool. The proposed project would not affect
population density, as this is managed by the City’s land use and planning policies. The
proposed project would not change the City’s land use and zoning designations to a more
intense use and, therefore, the project would not induce substantial population growth. No
impact with respect to population growth would occur.
b) Displace substantial numbers of existing housing,
necessitating the construction of replacement housing
elsewhere?
Standard: Normally, there would be no significant impact if the project would not result in a net
loss of 15 single-family dwellings or 25 dwellings in multi-family housing. Reference:
26(Thresholds J.1 and J.2)
Explanation: The proposed project would not displace any housing because no housing is
currently located on the project site. Therefore, no impact would occur.
c) Displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating the
construction of replacement housing elsewhere?
Standard: Normally, there would be no significant impact if the project would not result in a net
loss of 15 single-family dwellings or 25 dwellings in multi-family housing. Reference:
26(Thresholds J.2)
Explanation: The proposed project would not displace any people or create a need for housing
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elsewhere because no people or housing are currently located on the project site. Therefore,
no operational or construction impacts related to replacement housing would occur.
14. PUBLIC SERVICES –
a) Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the
provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically
altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental
impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or other performance
objectives for any of the public services:
i) Fire protection?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the City of Los Angeles Fire Department (LAFD)
could not adequately serve the proposed project based on response time, access, or fire
hydrant/water availability. Reference: 26(Thresholds K.2)
Explanation: The proposed project is located 1.7 miles from Fire Station 48. Response time
and access to the project site would not be affected. New fire hydrants may be installed to
support operations at the project site. Therefore, no impact is expected to occur.
ii) Police protection?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project were to result in an increase
in demand for police services that would exceed the capacity of the police department
responsible for serving the site. Reference: 26(Thresholds K.1)
Explanation: The proposed project is located 4.9 miles from the Harbor Station. The local beat
car would be in closer proximity. Response time and access to the project site would not be
affected by the project. Therefore, no impact would occur.
iii) Schools?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project includes substantial
employment or population growth that could generate demand for school facilities that
exceeded the capacity of the school district responsible for serving the project site. Reference:
26(Thresholds K.3)
Explanation: Typically, demand for new schools is created when there is an increase in the
residential population in an area. The proposed project would not induce population growth,
either directly or indirectly. As such, the project would not create more demand for schools in
the area, and, therefore, would not contribute to schools exceeding their capacities. Therefore,
no impact would occur with respect to schools.
iv) Parks?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the recreation and park services available could
not accommodate the population increase resulting from the implementation of the proposed
project. Reference: 26(Thresholds K.4)
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Explanation: Typically, demand for additional parks is created when there is an increase in the
residential population in an area. As discussed for Item 13 (a) above, the proposed project
would not result in population growth in the area. As such, the proposed project would not
create more demand for parks in the area. Therefore, no impact related to recreation and park
services would occur.
v) Other public facilities?
Standard: Projects that do not result in a net increase of 75 residential units normally would
not have a significant impact on public libraries. Reference: 26(Thresholds K.5)
Explanation: Typically, demand for public facilities is created when there is an increase in the
residential population in an area. The project would not induce population growth in the area,
and would, therefore, not increase the demand for libraries or other public facilities. Therefore,
no impact would occur.
15. RECREATION –
a) Would the project increase the use of existing neighborhood
and regional parks or other recreational facilities such that
substantial physical deterioration of the facility would occur or be
accelerated?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project includes substantial
employment or population growth that may generate demand for public park facilities that
exceed the capacity of existing parks. Reference: 26(Thresholds K.4)
Explanation: The proposed project would not cause a substantial employment or population
increase, nor would the project displace current users of recreation facilities. Please refer to
the discussion for 13 (a) above. No impact would result.
b) Does the project include recreational facilities or require the
construction or expansion of recreational facilities that might
have an adverse physical effect on the environment?
Standard: Reference: 26(Thresholds K.4)
Explanation: The proposed project would not have an adverse effect on the environment. The
pool and amphitheater currently exist and would be restored. The bathhouse would be
constructed in an area that is already been disturbed. Therefore, no impact would occur.
16. TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC – Would the project:
a) Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy
establishing measures of effectiveness for the performance of
the circulation system, taking into account all modes of
transportation including mass transit and non-motorized travel
and relevant components of the circulation system, including but
not limited to intersection, streets, highways and freeways,
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pedestrian and bicycle paths, and mass transit?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project causes an increase in traffic
that is substantial in relation to the existing traffic load and capacity of the street system.
Reference: 26(Thresholds L.1 to L.4, L.8)
Explanation: According to the Traffic Study for the Gaffey Pool Project prepared by Fehr &
Peers, trip generation estimates were developed based expected travel behavior for the
proposed project, along with future growth in the general San Pedro Community. Impacts
associated with construction and operation of the proposed project would be less-thansignificant. See discussion in Section IV.
b) Conflict with an applicable congestion management program,
including, but not limited to level of service standards and travel
demand measures, or other standards established by the county
congestion management agency for designated roads or
highways?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project causes a conflict with an
applicable congestion management program. Reference: 26(Thresholds L.1 to L3)
Explanation: The roadways immediately surrounding the project site are not included in the
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority 2010 Congestion Management
Program. Therefore, impacts related to congestion and levels of service would be less-thansignificant during both construction and operation of the proposed project.
c) Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an
increase in traffic levels or a change in location that result in
substantial safety risks?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project changed air traffic patterns,
including either an increase in traffic levels or a change in location the resulted in substantial
safety risks.
Explanation: There would be no impact on air traffic patterns associated with the proposed
project. Therefore, no impact would occur during construction or operation of the proposed
project.
d) Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g.,
sharp curves or dangerous intersections) or incompatible uses
(e.g., farm equipment)?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project substantially increased road
hazards due to a design feature or incompatible uses. Reference: 26(Thresholds L.5)
Explanation: Part of the project proposes accessibility to the pool area from Gaffey Street, at
its intersection with 33rd Street, by the construction of stair access, sidewalk, street lights, new
fencing along the base of the hill, and ADA compliant access ramp The vehicles traveling
uphill (southerly) have good visibility of pedestrians crossing the street. Vehicles traveling
downhill (northerly) come around a curve and have a short distance in which to react to
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pedestrians in the crosswalk. To ensure maximum safety of pedestrians, upon the completion
of these improvements, the project manager would consult with DOT’s Southern District Office
on the feasibility of installing additional traffic controls to improve pedestrian safety at the
intersection of Gaffey Street and 33rd Street.
e) Result in inadequate emergency access?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project resulted in inadequate
emergency access. Reference: 26(Thresholds L.5, L.8, and J2)
Explanation: The proposed site plan includes two emergency access ways - 1) Gaffey St, to
Leavenworth Dr., to Larry Marriam Rd, and 2) Gaffey St, to Barlow Sexton Rd, to Osgood
Farley Rd, then to NCO Rd, then on to Larry Marriam Rd. . No impact on emergency access
would occur as a result of construction or operation of the proposed project.
f) Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding
public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise
decrease the performance or safety of such facilities?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project conflicts with adopted
policies, plans, or programs supporting alternative transportation. Reference 26(Thresholds
L.6)
Explanation: The proposed project would not conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs
supporting alternative transportation. The City’s 2010 Bicycle Plan, which provides the
framework for future development of the City’s bicycle infrastructure, notes that Gaffey Street
is designated as a Bike Friendly Street (BFS) from 22 nd to 36th Street A BFS is defined as a
Bicycle Route (Class III) that would include at least two engineering street calming treatments
in addition to signage and shared lane markings. Gaffey St is also part of the Backbone
Bikeway Network. The nearest Metro bus lines (line 246) operates on Pacific Avenue, the first
street east of Gaffey Street. The project would have no impact on cyclists, pedestrians, and
users of public transit.
17. UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS – Would the project:
a) Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable
Regional Water Quality Control Board?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project exceeds wastewater
treatment requirements of the local regulatory governing agency. Reference: 26 (Thresholds
M.2)
Explanation: The proposed project would generate approximately 458 gallons of wastewater
per day from on-site personnel and visitors to the pool. Given that the processing capacity of
the Terminal Island Reclamation Plant is 17.5 million gallons of wastewater per day, the
proposed project would not create a substantial amount of wastewater; the project would not
exceed wastewater treatment requirements. Therefore, there would be no impacts occurring
as a result of construction and operation of the proposed project.
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b) Require or result in the construction of new water or
wastewater treatment facilities or expansion of existing facilities,
the construction of which could cause significant environmental
effects?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project resulted in the need for new
construction or expansion of water or wastewater treatment facilities that could result in an
adverse environmental effect that could not be mitigated. Reference: 26 (Thresholds G.1, M.1
and M.2)
Explanation: The project would not require or result in the construction or expansion of water
or wastewater treatment facilities. The project would require approximately 4.6 million gallons
of water a year, which is approximately 0.0023% of average yearly demand of the City for
water. The project would generate approximately 42,136 gallons of waste water a year, which
is approximately 0.0007% of the treatment capacity of the Terminal Island Facility. average
yearly demand of the City for water. Therefore, no modification of existing facilities or
construction of new facilities would be required, and impacts would be less-than-significant.
c) Require or result in the construction of new storm water
drainage facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant environmental
effects?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the volume of storm water runoff from the
proposed project increases to a level exceeding the capacity of the storm drain system serving
the project site. Reference: 26 (Thresholds G.1 and M.2)
Explanation: At present, the site contains a closed community swimming pool, amphitheater,
and vacant building along with asphalt-paved vacant lot and vacant land. Stormwater travels
to the westerly and southerly through the Park. Some storm water flows to the east, down the
slope to Gaffey Street, then northerly where it is captured by storm drains that end up in the
Los Angeles Harbor. During construction, runoff would decrease due to the increase in
permeability of the site as asphalt is replaced. Following the completion of construction, runoff
would be less than existing conditions due to the introduction of landscaped areas that would
allow for more on-site percolation. The proposed project would result in a minimal amount of
additional storm water; no new or expanded wastewater drainage facilities are required.
Therefore, impacts would be less-than-significant.
d) Have sufficient water supplies available to serve the project
from existing entitlements and resources, or are new or
expanded entitlements needed?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project’s water demands would
exceed the existing water supplies that serve the site. Reference: 26 (Thresholds M.1)
Explanation: The City of Los Angeles Department of Water and Power provides potable water
to the project area and vicinity. The proposed bathhouse and pool area would increase water
usage at the site, but given that the project complies with existing zoning regulations
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considered in the 2010 LADWP Urban Water Management Plan, the increase would not
require new sources of water. Therefore, impacts would be less-than-significant.
e) Result in a determination by the wastewater treatment
provider that serves or may serve the project that it has
adequate capacity to serve the project’s projected demand in
addition to the provider’s existing commitments?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project would increase wastewater
generation to such a degree that the capacity of facilities currently serving the project site
would be exceeded.
Explanation: Please refer to the discussion for Item 17 (a) above. Impacts would be less-thansignificant.
f) Be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted capacity to
accommodate the project’s solid waste disposal needs?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project were to increase solid waste
generation to a degree that existing and projected landfill capacities would be insufficient to
accommodate the additional waste. Reference: 26 (Thresholds M.3),
Explanation: City standards for public works projects call for demolition debris to be recycled
where feasible; therefore, impacts associated with construction debris would be less-thansignificant. Given that City‐certified construction and demolition waste processors recycle at
least 70% of their loads, the amount of solid waste that reaches the landfill is much smaller
than what initially leaves the site. During project operation, solid waste would be generated
from office activities and participants at the pool. The amount of solid waste generated is
approximately 2.28 tons per year, most of which could be recycled. Therefore, impacts
occurring as a result of construction and operation of the proposed project would be less-thansignificant. Reference: 20 (BOS), 34 (Countywide Siting Report)
g) Comply with federal, state, and local statutes and regulations
related to solid waste?
Standard: A significant impact may occur if the proposed project would generate solid waste
that was in excess of or was not disposed of in accordance with applicable regulations.
Reference: 26 (Thresholds M.3), 34 (Countywide Siting Report)
Explanation: The project would be designed, constructed, and operated following all applicable
laws, regulations, ordinances and formally adopted City standards. Impacts would be lessthan-significant.
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18. MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE -a) Does the project have the potential to degrade the quality of
the environment, substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or
wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife population to drop below
self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or animal
community, reduce the number or restrict the range of a rare or
endangered plant or animal or eliminate important examples of
the major periods of California history or prehistory?
Explanation: The proposed project site is located in an urbanized part of the San Pedro
Community. Review of the CFW – CNDDB notes 11 species that are federally and/or state
endangered or threatened in the San Pedro Quad, the habitat needed for these species is not
found at the project site. However, this area of Angels Gate Park could be used as a foraging
area for Peregrine Falcons. As described in the Biological Resources Section, impacts on
biological resources would occur under the proposed project, but with mitigation measures,
they will be reduce to less-than-significant. The project site is part of a Historic District.
Impacts on cultural resources would be less-than-significant with the mitigation measures
proposed. Besides monitoring of activities, there will be ‘halt-work’ condition would be placed
so that in the event that paleontological resources or human remains are found work would
cease until they are evaluated. The proposed project would not significantly degrade the
environment. The proposed project would not reduce habitat for fish or wildlife, cause fish or
wildlife to drop below self-sustaining levels threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community,
reduce the number or restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or animal or eliminate
important examples of the major periods of California history or prehistory.
b) Does the project have impacts that are individually limited, but
cumulatively considerable? (“cumulatively considerable” means
that the incremental effects of a project are considerable when
viewed in connection with the effects of past projects, the effects
of other current projects, and the effects of probable future
projects)?
Explanation: No significant impacts have been identified as a result of the proposed project on
an individual or cumulative basis. As described throughout the Initial Study and in Appendix A,
the proposed project would result in either no impacts, less-than-significant impacts, or lessthan-significant impacts with mitigation measures proposed. The proposed project would not
result in a cumulatively considerable impact.
c) Does the project have the potential to achieve short-term
environmental goals to the disadvantage of long-term
environmental goals?
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Explanation: The proposed project would not cause a disadvantage of long-term
environmental goals, through the achievement of short term goals. The proposed project
involves the restoration and reopening of an existing pool, construction of a bathhouse, and
installation of access ways, landscaping, irrigation systems, and transportation infrastructure
(i.e.,
vehicle
and
bicycle
parking,
sidewalks,
stairs,
etc.)
facilities,
and
decommissioning/mothballing of a Building. The project would jeopardize neither long-term nor
short-term environmental goals. With the implementation of the measures specified in Section
V of this document, no impact on environmental goals would occur. No unavoidable adverse
environmental impacts have been identified. Therefore, long-term environmental goals would
not be adversely affected.
d) Does the project have environmental effects that would cause
substantial adverse effects on human beings, either directly or
indirectly?
Explanation: The proposed project does not have the potential to substantially cause an effect
on human beings, either directly or indirectly. Construction and operation of the proposed pool
and bathhouse would not have significant direct or indirect adverse impacts on human beings.
Mitigation measures proposed for Hazards and Hazardous Materials and Traffic and
Transportation will reduce impacts to less-than-significant. .
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